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Warships scan gulf for mines 
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) • 
- American warships and helicop- 
ters swept the central Persian Gulf 
yesterday for mines planted by an 
Iranian ship, while U.S. officials 
arranged to repatriate the vessel's 
captured crewmen. 
The mine-sweeping, which be- 
gan Wednesday, has yielded at 
least three mines so far, according 
to U.S. officials and shipping exec- 
utives. The Pentagon said the 
Iranian crewmen helped pinpoint 
the location of the explosives. 
Diplomatic sources in the gulf 
said the Iranian crewmen would 
be released Saturday in Oman to 
the International Red Crescent 
Society, the Islamic equivalent of 
the Red Cross. 
Meanwhile, shipping sources 
said Navy warships were escorting 
a reflagged Kuwaiti tanker 
through the gulf, but Defense Se- 
cretary Caspar Weinberger denied 
the convoy had left Kuwait. 
Diplomatic sources, speaking on 
condition of anonymity, said Oman 
offered to serve as intermediary in 
the release of the Iranians to cool 
tensions in the gulf, where the 
Iran-Iraq war has flared. In recent 
months, Oman has developed close 
relations with Iran, located just 
across the narrow Strait of Hor- 
muz. 
Informed sources in the Omani 
capital of Muscat, who declined to 
be further identified, said the sul- 
tanate was preparing to receive up 
to 30 Iranians at Seeb airport. 
The Americans have said they 
detained 26 Iranians following 
Monday's helicopter attack on the 
landing craft, the Iran Ajr. Five 
were killed. 
The Iranians will be flown by 
U.S. Marine helicopters from one 
of the warships of the U.S. Middle 
East Force to Seeb, where they will 
board an Iranian air force plane to 
Tehran, the sources said. 
"Oman Red Crescent officials 
will provide medical assistance 
and   overnight   facilities   if   re- 
quired," said one source in Muscat, 
speaking on condition of anonym- 
ity. 
He said it was expected that 
some of the detainees would be on 
stretchers, and that no foreign 
news media would be allowed to 
cover the event. 
The detainees will be handed 
over while Weinberger confers 
with leaders in Saudi Arabia on a 
five-day tour of the region, they 
said. 
Pentagon sources had said ear- 
lier that the United States hoped 
to turn over the Iranian crewmen 
today. 
Gulf-based shipping executives, 
speaking on condition of anonym- 
ity, said the Navy had found eight 
moored, contact-type mines in its 
mine-sweeping in the central gulf. 
Defense Secretary Caspar Wein- 
berger, speaking from Washington 
in a television interview, said 
three mines had been located 
Wednesday and the Navy expected 
to find others. 
Letter perfect 
Greg Kuhn, a member of the athletic grounds 
maintenance crew, stencils 'Falcons' on the Mickey 
Cochrane soccer field. The painting was done to adorn 
BG News/Mark Thalman 
the field for Saturday's Homecoming game against 
Western Michigan University 
Poet to address 
Dec. graduates 
A University professor emeritus, 
known nationally for her work in 
French literature and poetry 
translation, will be the speaker at 
the December commencement 
exercises. 
Janis Pallis- 
ter, literary 
scholar, poet, 
critic and trans- 
lator, will speak 
about 'On Cul- 
tivating Our 
Garden." She 
refused to 
commment   on 
the subject of Pallister 
her speech, saying she wanted to 
'leave it to the imagination." 
Graduation is scheduled for Dec. 
19 at 10 a.m. in Anderson Arena, 
said Dwight Burlingame, vice 
president of University relations. 
"I think we sometimes overlook 
the faculty as a source of talent for 
commencement speakers. We're 
very happy to have one of our own 
give the address this semester," 
Burlingame said. 
Pallister joined the University 
faculty in 1961, becoming a Uni- 
versity professor in 1979. 
The title of University professor 
is given by the Board of Trustees to 
faculty who hold the rank of 
professor and whose creative 
achievements have won national 
recognition.   Pallister   was   the 
fourth recipient of the title. 
Although she retired in 1985, 
Pallister still teaches classes one 
semester a year through the early 
retirement program. 
Pallister's speciality is the trans- 
lation of French literature outside 
Europe, particularly that of Africa 
and Quebec. One of her 
works,"The Bruised Reed," won 
the 1978 Columbia University 
Tranlation Center award. Another 
of Pallister's special interests is 
French Renaissance literature. 
She is the author of 16 books and 
numerous articles and has served 
ns a consultant reader and editor 
for scholarly journals. Her posi- 
tions at the University have in- 
cluded acting chair of Romance 
Languages, co-director of the Afri- 
can Studies cluster and assign- 
ments on department, college and 
University committees. 
"I believe that teaching is the 
paramount duty of the professor, 
but performing services for the 
University is also an important 
role," she said. 
Pallister said she is honored to 
have been chosen to give the com- 
mencement address. She joins 
such past University graduation 
speakers as William Buckley Jr., 
University President Paul Ols- 
camp, Father Andrew Greeley and 
Robert Bashore, English professor 
emeritus at the University. 
City mounts war on birds 
by Greg Connel 
staff reporter 
The city will soon be breaking 
out the heavy, or at least the noisy, 
artillery in its war on birds. 
The latest weapon in the battle 
between Bowling Green residents 
and the starling, migratory birds, 
is the propane exploder. The de- 
vice will be fired Monday through 
either Wednesday or Thursday in 
two areas of the city. Although the 
device is often compared to a can- 
non, nothing is actually shot from 
it. The noise created from its fir- 
ing, however, is expected to scare 
the birds into leaving the city. 
Wesley Hoffman, municipal ad- 
ministrator, said the cannon will 
be fired in the area surrounded by 
West Poe Road, Fairview Avenue, 
Liberty Street and North Main 
Street, and along Carol Road from 
Martindale Road to Hillcrest 
Drive. 
Starlings feed on the grain from 
area farms, and then return to the 
city at night. They roost in the 
dens* clusters of tall trees which 
grow in Bowling Green's older 
neighborhoods. 
Tom Kiger, 148 Curtis Ave., said 
the starlings have been a major 
problem for the last seven years 
and a noticeable nuisance for the 
past 15 years. 
"The first problem is noise. 
When you have thousands and 
thousands of birds roosting 
together at night and they are dis- 
turbed by a car driving by or a 
strong wind, they make incredible 
amounts of noise and wake (the 
residents) up," he said. "They also 
create pounds and pounds of ma- 
nure in the trees and on the 
ground. This is caustic, a health 
hazard, and does a great deal of 
damage to the paint on cars." 
Kiger appeared before city coun- 
cil last Monday to suggest solu- 
tions to the problem, and outside 
the meeting he discussed the prob- 
lem further. 
The only things I know they 
(city officials) have done so far is 
that at first they thinned or re- 
moved some of the city's trees, but 
this proved very costly," Kiger 
said.Then they provided a casse- 
tte tape of starlings in distress, the 
theory being that when the birds 
came in to roost they wouldn't land 
where they heard birds in distress. 
"The volume and the location of 
the tapes were both problems. The 
average tape recorder can't play 
the tape loudly enough to scare the 
birds at the top of an 80-foot tree. 
Also the sound should be coming 
from within the tree, not from the 
bottom of it," he said. "Besides, the 
birds are not stupid eventually 
they learn that there is no dis- 
tress." 
Kiger said for this same reason, 
he expects only partial results 
from the propane exploder. 
"I don't think it will be totally 
effective. The birds will simply 
learn not to be afraid of noise. The 
problem is too big to have one 
simple solution, it will take a com- 
bination of solutions to bring the 
birds under control," he said. 
Hoffman agreed, saying the pro- 
pane exploder was part of a multi- 
phase program to control the bird 
population, which began with the 
tapes and will continue with 
stronger actions should the ex- 
ploder fail to eliminate the prob- 
lem. 
"We are trying to solve this prob- 
lem with the lowest level of an- 
noyance (to the residents). But in 
See Birds, page 3 
Housing needs differ 
Editor's note: This is the second of a two-part series 
dealing with graduate student housing. 
by Debbie Rogers 
staff reporter 
Graduate students prefer apartment life to dorm 
living and so would not like housing on-campus, ac- 
cording to a committee that looked into the possibility 
of graduate student housing two years ago. 
Jill Carr, director of student housing, said the com- 
mittee was formed "just to take a look at the situation 
for graduate student housing." 
Carr said graduate students have special needs that 
undergraduates living on campus don't have. She said 
some graduate students are married while some 
teach, and that basically, undergraduates' needs and 
graduate students' needs do not mix. 
"The basic outcome was that the current (housing) 
facilities did not meet graduate students' needs," she 
said. "Our (housing) facilities, as they are right now, 
are not attractive to graduate students." 
Mary Fawcett, owner of Newlove Rental, 328 S. 
Main St., agreed that graduate students' and under- 
graduate students' needs are not alike. 
"Graduate students and undergraduate students 
seem to have different lifestyles," she said. "It seems 
that graduate students enjoy living off campus. I 
would think they'd be tired of dorm life." 
The only way that graduate students will end up liv- 
ing on campus is if the undergraduate enrollment de- 
creases drastically, Carr said. 
"I think if we reached a point where undergraduate 
enrollment dropped, we would consider converting 
(one of the dorms) for graduate students," she said. 
Carr said this is unlikely since a number of students 
are being housed in the Falcon Plaza Motel and in 
some residence hall lounges this semester because of 
lack of undergraduate housing. 
Another possibility for graduate student housing, on 
or around campus, is a private developer building an 
apartment complex just for graduate students. 
Larry Jones, president of the Graduate Student 
Senate, said he thinks this is not a good solution to 
what he considers a housing problem on campus. 
"My main objection to this is that we're not getting 
any relief from high rent cost," he said. "If he (the de- 
veloper) is private, he is not going to be interested in 
subsidizing rates." 
Fawcett said Newlove does not give any price breaks 
to graduate students, but they do have one conven- 
ience for them. 
"We have buildings that we try to keep just for 
graduate students and professional people," she said. 
Jones said he thinks this is a slight breakthrough 
for graduate students, but that high rent is still a 
problem. 
"I think (the separate buildings) are encouraging," 
he said. "But, I would like to see a lower cost." 
See Housing, page 4 
Friday 
Members of the World Student Association com- 
pare the United States to their homelands, see 
story page 3. 
Bowling Green's animal control warden discus- 
ses her job, see story page 4. 
Mine sweeping continues in Persian Gulf, see 
story page 5. 
Saturday's Homecoming Gams against Western 
Michigan is previewed, sss story page 10. 
Homecoming continues 
Homecoming events have been a big part of this 
week and today is no exception. 
About 24 Homecoming banners will be judged 
today in the Union Oval, with winners receiving 
cash prizes. 
Robert Romans, associate professor of biology, 
will choose a winner at noon. The prizes will be $25 
for first place, $16 for second place and $10 for 
third place. 
Carla Mathes, social spirit chairman of the Uni- 
versity Alumni Association, said letters were sent 
out last year to campus organizations asking them 
to participate. 
A Homecoming mixer will be held tonight from 9 
to 1 a.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom with the 
band "Loved By Millions" providing the entertain- 
ment. 
Gale Swanka, director of University Activities 
Organization, said admission will be $1 and proper 
identification is needed to drink beer. 
Bakkers album 
SEVIERVTLLE, Tenn. (AP) Jim and Tammy 
Bakker tell their side of the PTL story in "The Bal- 
lad of Jim and Tammy," on Mrs. Bakkers new 
album, due out Monday. 
"I wrote it in 15 minutes but I didn't write it to be 
mean," Mrs. Bakker said of the lyrics, which are set 
to the tune of "Harper Valley PTA." 
The album was recorded in Nashville during the 
summer, after Bakker quit their $172 million 
evangelical empire over a 1980 sexual encounter. 
. 
Editorial 2 September 25,1987 
City considers 
'starling war 
Starlings are not darling in Bowling Green, and the city 
council is searching for an end to these fine, feathered 
friends. 
But rather than using a trial-and-error approach to the 
problem, the council should do some checking on solutions 
that work. 
The starlings are a migratory bird which roost in dense 
groups of trees in the city, creating health hazards and a 
nuisance for residents. The birds have regularly caused 
problems for about 15 years. 
The latest attempt to rid the city of starlings involves 
startling the birds out of their roosts with a propane explo- 
sion. A "cannon" makes a loud noise disturbing the birds, 
with the idea the birds eventually will be annoyed enough to 
roost elsewhere. 
However, the plan is only expected to have limited success, 
and other measures will probably be needed. 
Previously, tape recordings of "Starlings in Distress" have 
been tried to keep the birds away from certain areas, but 
with little success. 
Before the council continues with other attempts at bird 
control, perhaps it should research what has been effective 
in other places. The starling distress tape had been tried and 
had failed in other cities, and a little checking on its effec- 
tiveness might have kept the city from wasting its time and 
money on it. 
Other cities have problems with birds and almost all have 
tried a multitude of ways to eliminate them. If they have 
found any success, they should be glad to share their meth- 
ods. 
For example, one building in Springfield has controlled 
pigeons with a plastic netting that keeps the birds from 
roosting at all. There may be some way to adapt that solution 
to Bowling Green's problem. 
City resident Tom Kiger said at the last council meeting 
that some larger cities use peregrine falcons to control starl- 
ings. If they are going to try such ineffective things as tape 
recordings, they might as well throw in a little symbolism of 
University-city relations. 
From a bursting mailbag 
ti^ t* £ 
By Craig Hergert 
The other day a friend of mine 
asked me why he never sees any 
letters in The News about my col- 
umns. "Doesn't anyone care 
enough to drop you a line?" he as- 
ked. 
The answer is yes. Plenty of 
people care. So many, in fact, that 
The News, as much as they'd like 
to, just can't print them. 
So I've had to answer the letters 
on my own. This week, however, 
I've decided to run the latest batch 
in the column. So here they are. 
Dear Craig, 
In 1985 I released "Rambo: First 
Blood, Part Two," in which I put 
Rambo in Vietnam. Soon 111 be 
releasing "Rambo Two: First 
Blood, Part Three," where I put 
Rambo in Afghanistan. In 1989 I 
want to make "Rambo Three: Sec- 
ond Blood, Part One." Can you tell 
me where I should put Rambo in 
that one? 
Craig responds: 
Dear Sly, 
Decency forbids. 
Dear Craig, 
Last year you'd occasionally 
write columns that were thinly 
disguised plugs for Great Ideas, 
Ordinance 'full of it' 
Proposed pet regulation says no, no to doodoo 
By Mike 
Doherty 
Occasionally, newspapers make 
mistakes. A news item of vital in- 
terest to the American public 
might be misreported, or worse, 
buried at the bottom of page 42 in 
tiny print. 
Take, for instance, the following 
press release which actually ap- 
peared recently in a certain un- 
named national four-color news- 
paper: 
ANCHORAGE - The City As- 
semblage will set two public hear- 
ings on a proposed ordinance re- 
quiring pet owners to pick up their 
dogs', cats', and llamas' droppings 
or face fines of $50 to $1,000. Dr. 
Rodman Wilson, director of health, 
estimated that 50,000 dogs leave 7 
tons of droppings and 9,000 gal- 
lons of urine daily. 
While it is hard to believe that 
an important news item such as 
this could be buried beneath pages 
of worthless words about the Bork 
hearings and arms talks, we can 
now, through the miracle of the 
modern press, correct this journa- 
listic faux pas. 
We whisk you now to Anchorage, 
Alaska, for the start of an impor- 
tant press conference which will 
probably never take place. 
"Good afternoon. My name is Dr. 
Rodman Wilson, and as Director of 
Health, I'm here to answer your 
questions regarding the proposed 
cleaning ordinance." 
Yes, Dr. Rodman. Before we ac- 
tually talk about the ordinance, we 
could not help noticing that the 
press release we have doesn't say 
what organization you're actually 
director of health for. Any com- 
ment? 
"Certainly, and I apologize for 
the oversight. I am affiliated with 
the ACA" 
That's the Anchorage City As- 
semblage? 
"No sir, that's the newly-formed 
Animal Caca Anonymous. Next?" 
Yes, Dr. Rodman. We've also no- 
ticed that the figures you've pro- 
vided us concern only the dogs of 
our fair city. Why, then, does the 
ordinance include cats and llamas? 
"Quite simply, dogs are the 
largest offenders, in every sense of 
the word. Rather than inundating 
you with numbers, we thought it 
best to present you only with the 
facts that will raise the largest 
stink, as it were, amongst the pub- 
lic* 
And why, then, are we singling 
out llamas, sir? 
"Mostly because I like the sound 
of the word and they let me write 
the press release. Do we have any 
more pertinent questions?' 
Dr. Wilson, I suppose the ques- 
tion uppermost in our minds is 
this: what precisely are pet owners 
to do with the so-called droppings? 
What are we to do with the doodoo? 
"In the interest of fairness, we 
will require each pet owner to 
carry a large plastic bag on his/her 
person at all times, and should 
their pet commit such a criminal 
offense, clean up the evidence and 
dispose of it as they see fit within 
the comforts of their own home." 
You expect us to dispose of this 
stuff in OUR OWN HOMES??? 
Pardon me, doctor, but that's a 
load of... 
"Precisely. Next question?" 
Dr. Rodman, while we can 
understand how pet owners might 
clean up ... um ... droppings, there 
is some concern about your press 
release's mention of, er, other 
waste materials. How, then, can 
pet owners avoid these fines when 
their animals' criminal bowel 
movements are of the liquid 
nature? 
"I'm glad you brought that up. 
We of the ACA have a special slo- 
gan dealing with that particular 
form of waste - 'Let's keep Alaska's 
sidewalks free of raining cats and 
dogs.' Clever, isn't it?* 
Um, yes doctor, but that didn't 
exactly answer the question. 
"True enough. Our action team 
in this regard plans to distribute 
one extremely large sponge to each 
pet owner who can provide proper 
registration, license and two pet 
proof-of-purchase seals." 
Action team? What team is that, 
Dr. Wilson? 
"We've decided to call it Project 
Intervention to Sopping Side- 
walks." 
Um, Dr. Wilson, not to offend, 
but the resulting acronym ...? 
"Yes, a remarkable coincidence, 
isn't it? Are there any more ques- 
tions?" 
No, doctor, you've covered every- 
thing. 
"Well, then, thank you - and as 
you're leaving, please watch your 
step." 
Doherty, a senior English major 
who has never owned a pet and 
who has never been to Alaska, is 
from Bowling Green. 
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Can you draw? 
Areyouartirtic? 
Do you have a sense ot 
hnmor? 
Know anyone that fits 
that description? 
The BG News Is seeking 
an editorial cartoonist(s) 
to create poitical and/or 
University-related draw- 
ings on a regular basis. Al- 
though our quota of comic 
strips is fUled, strip artists 
are encouraged to try their 
hand at editorial cartoons. 
Please contact The Newt 
office concerning ques- 
tions or submissions by 
either stopping in or send- 
ing samples to: 
The BG News 
Editorial Editor 
214 West Hall 
the Peace Coalition and coffee- 
houses. I notice you haven't done 
any of that this year. Why not? 
Dont you like thoae things any- 
more? 
Signed, 
Just Wondering 
Craig responds: Dear Just: 
Because I no longer believe it's 
ethical for a columnist to plug his 
own interests. It would be wrong 
for me to promote Great Ideas, 
which 111 be teaching on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays spring semester, or 
the Peace Coalition, which meets 
Wednesday nights at 9 at the UCP, 
or coffeehouses, one of which 111 be 
playing at on Oct. 14 at the Honors 
Center. So I just won't do it. 
Dear Craig, 
I couldn't help but be cognizant 
of the fact that in two of your inau- 
gural four columns this semester, 
you have dropped my moniker, 
that is to say, used my name. Is 
this a sign of a change in your pre- 
viously woeful political allegian- 
ces, or is it just something you 
have ingested internally through 
your facial orifice, that is to say, 
something you ate? 
William F. Buckley 
Craig responds: 
Dear Bill, 
If s like this. My new roommate 
is a member of a creaking conser- 
vative cabal; that is to say, he's a 
Republican. During those weeks 
when I forget to take out the trash 
or something, I like to make it up 
Letters- 
to  him.  Mentioning your  name 
does wonders. 
Dear Craig, 
I notice The News has been run- 
ning pictures of their columnists 
this week. I have an idea: How's 
about letting me do your photo us- 
ing my patented, ultra-expensive 
technique that will make your face 
look all contorted and surreal? 
Signed, 
Leroy Neimann 
Craig responds: 
Thanks, but no thanks. I don't 
need an expensive technique to 
make my face look like that as 
you'll find out next week. 
Dear Craig: 
I hear you writers get all the 
women. Is that true? 
Mick Jagger 
Craig responds: 
Dear Mick, 
I don't want to suggest you're 
wrong, but my soon-to-be- 
published social calendar is going 
to be subtitled "The Waste Land." 
Dear Craig, 
I'm just wild about you writers 
and, besides, Mick is busy this 
weekend. How about a date? 
Kaye Lani Raye Rafko 
Craig responds: 
Dear Kaye Lani Raye Rafko, 
Only if you tell  me your real 
name. 
Dear Craig, 
We just wanted you to know that 
we never got past the first three 
pages of "The Death of Ivan II- 
lych." 
Sixty former "Short Story" stu- 
dents 
Craig responds: 
Surprise, surprise. 
Dear Craig, 
I've been following your column 
for two years now, and I'd like to 
give you a little advice from one 
columnist to another. Some week 
when you're a little tired and you 
don't have time to turn out a qua- 
lity column, just do what I do. 
Claim that you've been getting 
swamped with mail and that you 
want to share a whole column's 
worth. Then just make up a bunch 
of outrageous letters. Itll take you 
ten minutes, tops. 
Signed, 
Mike Royko 
Craig responds: 
Sorry, Mike. I just won't do it. 
Hergert, an instructor in Eng- 
lish from Slayton, Minn., is a col- 
umnist for The News. 
Escort Service use 
not 'wimpy' but wise 
I was escorting a girl the other 
night when I happened to overhear 
a disturbing exchange between the 
escortee and some friends of hers 
we ran into. The jist of the conver- 
sation was that her friends were 
contemptuous of the girl for being 
"wimp/" and  calling an  escort. 
It occurred to me that in some 
cliques on this campus, it must be 
"wrong" to call Campus Escort to 
take you from place to place in 
grenter safety. I was dumbfoun- 
ded. It hod never occurred to me 
that wanting to be safe could be 
viewed as a sign of weakness. It 
just seemed like common sense to 
me. But, it explains why the Cam- 
pus Escort Service is plagued by a 
low number of calls and ridiculed 
when we do escort people around 
campus. 
I can only ask the reader this: Is 
it better to succumb to peer pres- 
sure and risk your safety, or be in- 
dependent by being, for a short 
while, in the care of the Escort 
Service, and safe? 
Brad McDevitt 
507 Offenhauer West 
Jed 'turns many off 
to Christian religion 
As a freshman, I was stormed by 
the appearance of Brother Jed to 
the Bowling Green campus. I must 
admit, I missed his first session, 
but I did catch a few minutes of his 
second sermon. I was appalled and 
flabbergasted by what I heard. 
I am a born again Christian and 
attend church regularly. Brother 
Jed cannot be a true rep- 
resentation of our Lord Jesus 
Christ. I hope the students at this 
University realize that all Chris- 
tians are not like Jed. I disapprove 
of his methods in trying to attract 
new Christians. As I stood listen- 
ing to him, I couldn't believe what 
I heard. No wonder people gave 
him a hard time. At one point Jed 
stressed that, "You have to fear 
God to accept him." I disagree with 
that statement. 
My God is a God of love, not fear. 
I find it hard to believe Jed is mor- 
ally perfect. It says in the Bible 
Jesus Christ was the only moral 
person. Jed turns so many people 
off to religion that I resent his pre- 
sence. He acted like he was better 
than us students, but Jesus Christ 
loves us all the same Christian or 
no Christian. 
Don't get me wrong. I know Jed 
is a Christian and his heart is in 
the right place. I just feel that his 
methods are a little lacking and 
verv outdated. 
Christianity has a lot to offer 
and can tum anyone's life around. 
On the other hand, it has to be that 
person's decision. Not mine, Jed's, 
or the Pope's. You have to want to 
be a Christian. 
John Ferguson 
113 Kohl Hall 
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Culture shocks' WSA 
by Amy Burkett 
staff reporter 
Moat Americans are far different 
from the characters on "Dallas" or 
"Dynasty," and students partici- 
pating in the World Student Asso- 
ciation said they discovered that 
fact quite quickly upon their arri- 
val to the United States. 
Ravi Thiagendran, an MIS 
major from Malaysia, said, "When 
I landed in LA., I was very scared. 
I was afraid to walk outside be- 
cause I thought I might be shot. 
The only thing I knew about Amer- 
icans was what I saw on television 
from Dallas' and "Dynasty.' * 
Thiagendran is member of the 
World Student Association, which 
officially began in 1964 with just a 
few international students. 
It now has 400 international 
students from 60 different coun- 
tries. The largest group of people 
are here from Malaysia. 
"WSA is a student organization 
which promotes cross-cultural 
understanding. We plan cultural- 
educational, and social programs 
for the international students," 
said Lisa Rudd, assistant director 
of international programs. 
WSA has coffee hours on Tues- 
days and Thursdays from 2:30-4 
p.m. in 411 South Hall, when in- 
ternational students get together 
and share the good and bad as- 
pects of their lives. 
Many international students 
have a misconception of what 
Americans are really like because 
of the American television shows 
that are shown abroad. 
"This is my second semester 
here and I am still homesick, but 
I'm glad I came here. American 
schools give you more choices and 
opportunities.  These  are  things 
that I couldn't get in Malaysia," 
Yih-Shyan Leong, a music major 
also from Malaysia, said. 
Malaysian students agree, but 
they wish they had the freedoms 
there that they have here. 
"In the U.S., people are concer- 
ned about individualism. In Ma- 
laysia, all emphasis is put on the 
family. Americans also have the 
right to speak out against the 
government. If you did that in Ma- 
laysia you would be put in jail," 
Thiagendran said. 
Catherine Duflos, a graduate 
student studying French, who is 
from Prance, said,"I miss the food 
most. American food is so much 
more expensive. The thing I like 
best is the campus experience. In 
France they don't have dormitories 
and extracurricular activities like 
they do here. The American repu- 
tation is what brought me here." 
Birds 
(Continued from page 1) 
my opinion, until the birds see the blood and feathers 
of their friends around, they aren't going to leave," he 
said. 
"There are people in this town who disagree with 
me, though, and I think this (the exploder) will be 
at least a partial solution." 
At the meeting, Kiger suggested several other 
methods of controlling the flocks, including water 
cannons, special shotgun shells, tree planting con- 
trols, and the introduction of natural predators 
into the area. 
City officials ruled out the high pressure water 
cannon however, since it would soak the birds, ren- 
dering them unable to fly, and the pressure of the 
cannon would knock them to the ground. 
Mayor Bruce Bellard joked, "What are we going 
to do, have someone run around and pick them (the 
fallen birds) up like watermelons?1 
The use of shotguns had also been ruled out by 
the city. There was concern that stray shells could 
damage houses or potentially injure civilians. 
Kiger suggested the use of special shells, designed 
especially for bird population control. The plastic 
pellets do not fly as far as normal shells. 
Another possibility, Kiger said, could be to con- 
trol the number and type of shade trees planted in 
the city. 
"Since the problem only occurs in dense clusters 
of trees, usually maple trees, maybe the city could 
put a ban on (the planting of) maple trees. They 
could also get in touch with the city's shade tree 
commission and ask them to make other, less dense 
trees available, such as basswood, English elm or 
oak trees," he said. 
Kiger noted that an owl in his neighborhood had 
killed several of the starlings, and suggested the 
city investigate introducing owls into the area to 
control the problem. 
"I know in big cities peregrine falcons have been 
used in downtown areas to control pigeon popula- 
tions." 
Hoffman, however, said he did not think owls 
would.be an effective means of eliminating the 
birds. 
"Owls are in a lot shorter supply than starlings 
and the starlings produce a lot more young than 
the owls. Anyway, if this was such a good place for 
owls to feed then they'd already be here," Hoffman 
said. 
Kiger said he does not fault the city for the time 
it has taken to act against the starlings. But added 
that the time has come for action. 
"They have been working on the problem. No one 
is lacking in their duties," he said. "They have done 
plenty of research and their options are clear, it's 
just their implementation hasn't been very good." 
WALT DISNEY WORLD 
COLLEGE PROGRAM 
Walt Disney World representatives will present 
an information session on the Walt Disney 
World College Program on October 5 at 7:00 
PM in 112 Business Administration Building. 
Attendance at this presentation is required to 
interview for the Spring College Program, 
January-May, 1988. 
Major(s) considered: Business, Recreation, 
Speech/Communications, Hospitality, and 
Restaurant Management. 
For more information, contact: Cooperative 
Education Office, 372-2451. 
alt p*]isnei| World 
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Search system installed 
New library computer finds books faster than ever 
by Laura Hardy 
staff reporter 
Library research it now faster 
and less frustrating thanks to a 
new computer subject search at 
Jerome Library. 
The subject search is the most 
recent addition to the Library 
System 2 (LS-2), a computer 
system similar in function to a 
card catalog. LS-2 has always been 
capable of searching for available 
reference materials by author or 
title, but now materials may also 
be looked up under a specific sub- 
ject heading. 
LS-2 was formerly known as Au- 
tomated Library Information 
System II (A.L.I.S. II) and was 
capable of subject searching, but 
the process was slow and time- 
consuming. 
"It wasn't practical to continue 
the system the way it was," Wil- 
liam Smith, assistant dean of Li- 
braries and Learning Resources, 
said. "The old system could do sub- 
ject searching, but it sometimes 
took as long as 30 minutes. The 
new system only takes a few sec- 
onds." 
The subject search capability 
saves time not only for students, 
but also for the library staff. Sub- 
ject cards which used to be filed 
individually in  the card catalog 
can now be entered on LS-2. 
"Last year, we filed over 320,000 
cards," Miller said. "It was a very 
labor-intensive operation. Now 
with LS-2 we save about 80 hours 
a week in filing, and we save 
money, too." 
Miller said students searching 
for very recent materials should 
use the the subject search. 
"After July 1 of this year, we 
stopped adding new subject cards 
to our catalog file," he said. "Any 
books published after this date are 
located exclusively on LS-2." 
Another advantage of the sub- 
ject search is that information a- 
vailable on resource materials is 
much more extensive than the 
card catalog offers. In addition to a 
listing of all books available on a 
particular subject, a student will 
also be given a book's current cir- 
culation information. A student 
will know if a book is on reserve or 
has been checked out and when it 
is expected back on the shelves. 
Janet Pursel, coordinator of Li- 
brary User Education, said the 
major advantage of the subject 
search   is   an   option   called   the 
If you were unable to 
attend the Volunteer9-ln-Progress 
Organizational Meeting, 
stop by our office at 
315G Student Services Building 
for more information about 
our Programs 
Boolean search. This search allows 
two different subject headings to 
be entered simultaneously into the 
computer. These headings are 
then automatically combined to 
produce a list of books about both 
subjects. 
LS-2 also has a dial-up search 
capability which allows personal 
computer owners to call up the 
system if they are curious about 
the availability of a certain book. 
Currently this feature is only a- 
vailable to University faculty and 
staff. 
Miller said that while the sub- 
ject search has many more advan- 
tages than the card catalog, it will 
be several years before the library 
is totally dependent on the system. 
"Right now the subject search is 
just a supplement to the card cata- 
log," he said. 
The library has a total of 11 ter- 
minals, with only five of these 
having a combination of author, ti- 
tle and subject search capabilities. 
Several terminals are located on 
the first floor of the library near 
the card catalogs. Additional ter- 
minals are located in the music li- 
brary, the Curriculum Resource 
Center and the Mathematical 
Sciences Library. 
Housing  
(Continued from page 1) 
Carr said graduate student 
housing was offered on campus 
several years ago in Prout Hall, 
but that was discontinued in 1972. 
The University administration 
decided Prout was needed more to 
house undergraduates, as this 
type of enrollment increased, Carr 
said. 
Jones said he thinks the best so- 
lution for graduate student hous- 
ing is on-campus living. 
"I can't say it would satisfy their 
(the graduate students') needs, 
but it would bring us together," he 
said. "As it is now, we're scattered 
everywhere." 
&ToucheRoss 
EXCELLENCE 
At Touche Ross, we strive for excellence in our service and in our search for 
professionals. Our search for excellence will continue on October 12 and 13 during 
Bowling Green State University's campus interview sessions. 
Junior and senior accounting majors with a desire to excel in their careers are 
invited to join us during our campus interviews: 
Monday, October 12,1987 — Professional Staff Interviews 
or 
Tuesday, October 13,1987 — Internship Interviews 
Call your placement office for details. 
INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS IN THE 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Interested in a different type of major? Why not call 
and talk to one of the following Interdisciplinary 
Program Directors before Advance Registration begins 
for the Spring Semester. 
American Studies (contact Professor William Grant at 
372-8110) 
Asian Studies (contact Professor Tsuneo Akaha at 
372-2922) 
Classical Studies (contact Professor Richard Hebein at 
372-7154) 
Environmental Studies (contact Thomas B. Cobb at 
372-8207) 
Film Studies (contact Professor Jack Nachbar at 
372-2982) 
International Studies (contact Professor Roger Anderson 
at 372-2924) 
Latin American Studies (contact Professor Rene Ruiz at 
372-2667 or 372-8069) 
Soviet Studies (contact Professor Timothy Pogacar at 
372-2268) 
Women's Studies (contact Professor Dympna 
Callaghan-Messer at 372-7133) 
Canvas creation Photo/vince Waiter 
Tim Tyree, senior art education major, applies a brush stroke to his painting in the 
Fine Arts building studio. The work was being produced for his Advanced Oils 
class. 
Officer dispels mean image 
byJaredO.Wadley 
copy editor 
The nasty dog catcher captures 
innocent, stray dogs and cats and 
takes them to the city pound to be 
disposed of, right? 
Well, maybe noL_ 
Diana John- 
son, city animal 
control officer, 
said some peo- 
ple think ani- 
mal control offi- 
cers are like the 
dog catchers 
portrayed in 
movies and tel- 
evision car- 
toons. Johnson 
"One day I hope I can improve 
the image of animal control," she 
said. "We care about pets, and our 
first priority is to get stray animals 
off the street to keep children from 
being bitten.* 
Since 1979, Johnson said she 
has been catching stray animals 
such as dogs, cats, opossums, 
squirrels, raccoons and other wild 
creatures. 
Johnson said she has always 
been interested in animals and law 
enforcement. 
She worked at the Wood County 
Humane Society periodically for 
eight years before applying for an 
opening position as the city animal 
control officer. 
Johnson added  that  she  took 
police training and attended the 
animal academy in Tuscaloosa, 
Ala. 
When she goes to work, Johnson 
said she checks the police files to 
see if an officer handled an animal 
complaint first. She receives about 
10 complaints daily and handles 
most incidents alone, but some- 
times calls for assistance. 
The equipment she uses in- 
cludes a catch-all leash with a loop 
to control the animal, a net, card- 
board carriers for captured ani- 
mals and an air-conditioned van 
with steel traps. 
Every morning she checks these 
traps around the city. Johnson 
said she places food inside them to 
lure an animal. 
A few weeks ago she captured an 
opossum at the State Discount 
Store. 
Johnson said wild animals 
caught in traps are relocated in the 
country within 24 hours. Dogs are 
taken to the Wood County Dog 
Shelter and cats are sent to the 
Humane Society. 
If a dog or cat is injured, John- 
son said she takes it to the veter- 
inarian. However, she does not 
remove dead animals because it is 
the job of the city street depart- 
ment. 
Although her job duties between 
1979 and 1983 included disposing 
of dead animals, Johnson said her 
worst experience was capturing an 
agitated baby skunk last year. 
The skunk sprayed her, and its 
mist landed on her holster. John- 
son said the officers called her 
'Sunkist' because she put an or- 
ange scented disinfectant on the 
leather. She added that the leather 
had to be aired out for two days. 
Her only injury has been a dog 
bite she received six months after 
starting her animal control job. 
But Johnson said her job is more 
than catching animals. 
"It's more educating than enforc- 
ing," she said. "Some people are 
not aware of an ordinance or the 
alternatives for better care of ani- 
mals." 
Johnson said she gives two 
warnings to the owner of a loose 
animal. The owner receives a cita- 
tion after the third warning. 
The maximum fine is $100 plus 
$30 for court costs. If the owner is 
convicted and then receives an- 
other citation, he could receive a 
maximum fine of $250 and/or 30 
days in jail. 
"Sometimes people have to be 
educated by enforcement," she 
said. 
Johnson said she does not enjoy 
issuing citations. The best part of 
her job, she said, is finding a pet 
and returning it to its owner. 
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Test bomb rocks desert 
MERCURY, Nev. (AP) - A nuclear weapons 
test rocked the desert and sent a shudder yes- 
terday through tall buildings in Las Vegas, 105 
miles away, as peace protesters mingled with 
striking test site workers near the site's main 
gate. 
The test, code-named Lockney, was deton- 
ated without incident, according to Energy De- 
partment Spokeswoman Barbara Yoerg. 
The test was listed as having an explosive 
force of up to 150,000 tons of TNT, nearly 12 
times the force of the bomb dropped on Hiro- 
shima. 
The blast registered 5.6 on the Richter scale 
at the National Earthquake Information Center 
in Boulder, Colo. The last announced test, Ta- 
hoka on Aug. 13, registered 5.7. 
The blast caused only a shudder at the test 
site control point, 28 miles from ground zero, 
according to Yoerg. 
The test was conducted as more than a third 
of the 8,300 employees at the sprawling test site 
continued to observe picket lines set up by strik- 
ing Culinary Union workers and bus drivers. 
The workers had vowed to stop the govern- 
ment's testing program. 
Some 50 union pickets and a handful of anti- 
nuclear protesters who gathered on a road near 
the site's main gate site were unable to feel the 
blast, 45 air miles away. An anti-nuclear 
protester monitored the blast on a citizens' 
band radio. 
But the blast was felt in some high-rise build- 
ings in Las Vegas. 
Members of the Culinary Union, Nevada's 
largest labor organization, had vowed to shut 
down the secret government site when they 
went on strike Sept. 15. 
The 617 Culinary workers provide food ser- 
vices at the site. 
Also on strike are 121 bus drivers who trans- 
port about 3,000 workers to the site daily from 
Las Vegas. 
Nine other unions, comprising 3,000 workers, 
have been honoring the picket lines of the strik- 
ing Culinary workers and drivers. 
Many of the union members are steel workers, 
mine workers, laborers and Teamsters who are 
involved in preparing shafts and tunnels in 
which the tests are conducted. 
Energy Department officials, who are char- 
ged with conducting the nation's nuclear test- 
ing program, have said that a strike by the 
union workers would slow work at the site but 
only a prolonged strike could affect testing. 
There were reports a tunnel test scheduled 
for this week has been delayed because of the 
strike. 
Tunnel tests are normally conducted for the 
Defense Nuclear Agency. 
Senate expected to approve aid 
WASHINGTON (AP) - No 
major opposition is expected when 
the Senate next week takes up a 
stopgap spending measure that in- 
cludes $3.5 million in new "hu- 
manitarian* aid to the rebels fight- 
ing Nicaragua's leftist govern- 
ment. 
The House on Wednesday ap- 
proved the spending bill, which is 
backed by the Reagan administra- 
tion. The vote was 270 to 138. 
A leading Senate opponent of 
the contra rebels, Connecticut 
Democrat Christopher Dodd, said 
the additional aid is at odds with a 
Series 
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University 
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Congratulates 
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Pledge Class 
Bill Bodley 
Shawn Burke 
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Steve Cyrus 
Bill Dourak 
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Tally Callogly 
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Keith Tagg 
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Ralph Mayo Mark West 
Mike McCauley Kurt Zawacki 
John McConnell Jayson Zitney 
Pat Myers Bob Zumbola 
New Initiates 
Dave Colatruglio 
Tony Gildone 
Eric McCloskey 
Mark Potosky 
Shawn Probert 
Dave Sears 
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five-nation peace agreement 
signed in Guatemala on Aug. 7, 
and is not needed because the con- 
traa still have unspent money from 
the current year's $100 million al- 
location. 
"But I'm not going to make a 
fight over it," Dodd said through a 
spokesman. 
Other than the contra money, 
which is intended to buy items like 
food, clothing and medical sup- 
plies, the spending bill is relatively 
uncontroversial because it merely 
continues government operations 
at   their   current   levels 
News Briefs 
Citizens back Gulf policy 
NEW YORK (AP) A majori- 
ty of Americans support using 
U.S. Navy ships to protect for- 
eign-owned oil tankers in the 
Persian Gulf, even though they 
also believe the action is likely 
to get the United States in- 
volved in a war, according to a 
CBS News-New York Times 
poll. 
Among the poll's other find- 
ings: 
Moat Americans approve of 
the U.S. military attack on an 
Iranian ship that was laying 
mines in the Persian Gulf, but 
think President Reagan should 
seek congressional approval for 
keeping U.S. forces in the re- 
gion. 
And Americans still are lar- 
gely undecided whether Judge 
Robert Bork should be confir- 
med to the Supreme Court. 
Camel death ends in suit 
WAYNESBURG, Pa. (AP) - 
A man who loaned his camel to 
a church for a Nativity pageant 
has filed a lawsuit claiming 
that workers at the event stra- 
ngled the animal. 
James Stephens of Avella as- 
ked for $23,000 in damages in 
his suit, filed Monday in Greene 
County court against First 
United Methodist Church. 
Stephens lent the camel for 
the pageant on condition that it 
be kept overnight in a bam near 
town, the suit said. 
After the first presentation 
Dec. 21, pageant workers had 
trouble loading the camel into a 
truck for the trip to the barn, so 
they tied a rope around its neck 
and led it into a nearby garage, 
the suit said. 
The camel was found dead in 
the morning. An autopsy 
determined it suffocated be- 
cause of the rope, the suit said. 
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BG teams celebrate 'Homecoming' 
Falcons hope to 'Kruse' over Broncos 
by Tom Skernlvitz 
assistant sports editor 
Things are finally going right foi 
Bowling Green's football team. 
Last week's 24-0 shutout of Ball 
State on the road effectivel) 
quieted the disappointment sur- 
rounding the team's upset loss to 
Youngstown State a week earlier. 
In the process, the Falcons in- 
vented a real running game and 
rediscovered a defense which had 
yet to live up to its title as "Moe- 
town's Greatest Hitters."         
could be better for the 1 -2 Falcons. 
Yet, there is a worry passing 
over the Falcons' heads - a fear 
they could be "Kruse-in' for a bru- 
isin' * against tomorrow's oppo- 
nent, Western Michigan. 
Dave Kruse, the Broncos' junior 
quarterback, currently leads the 
Mid-American Conference with 
761 yards passing on 57 comple- 
tions. In last week's 34-14 loss to 
Northern Illinois, Kruse broke 
three school records for passing in- 
cluding the most yards in one 
game (325).  
"Their quarterback is a concern 
because he's tall and he's been 
throwing the ball all over the place." 
-Moe Ankney, BG football coach 
aware of the 6-5 transfer from Wi- 
chita State. 
"Their quarterback is a concern 
because he's tall and he's been 
throwing the ball all over the 
place," Ankney said. "He's going to 
keep getting better because he's 
really young. He didn't play much 
at Wichita State and he's only 
played three games this season. 
"He's been throwing a lot of 
interceptions which has hurt him, 
but he's also thrown for a lot of 
yards and completions." 
If Kruse does possess a weak- 
ness, it comes in the interception 
department. Kruse's passes have 
been picked off nine times this 
season as opposed to only five for 
BG's Rich Dackin. 
Dackin and the rest of the Fal- 
con offense could enjoy one their 
better days of the 1987 season. The 
Broncos' defense is lodged at the 
bottom of the MAC, having al- 
lowed 403 yards per game. Ankney 
defended WMlPs defense, saying it 
figures well against his team. 
"Their defense against our 
offense is a tough match-up for us," 
Ankney said. "They play very 
sound, solid, mistake-free defense. 
"I know you might look at statis- 
tics and think they don't have a 
very good defense, but their de- 
fense impresses me. In last Satur- 
day's game, (Northern Illinois') 
wish-bone just ripped them. But 
we don't run the wish-bone. If we 
did, we'd be feeling very good right 
now." 
Tailback Mike McCee will start 
in place of the injured Jeff Davis 
(quadricep contusion). Freshman 
Andre Smith will also see plenty of 
field action in BG's backfield along 
with fullback Mike Otten. 
The tight end position will be 
split between Kyle Hockman, Ron 
Austin and Pat Jackson. 
Hockman has caught 14 passes 
but has had trouble blocking de- 
fensive lineman. Austin, BG's 
biggest end, will spot Hockman in 
blocking situations while Jackson, 
a freshman, will get more time 
after impressing Ankney with two 
catches last week. 
Strong safety Kyle Kramer, BG's 
leader in tackles with 33, will start 
despite having a broken finger and 
broken thumb. Ankney also said 
the team will continue to employ 
Mark Bongers at punter despite a 
25-yard average in four punts last 
week. 
And now BG enjoys a return to 
Perry Field tomorrow for the Uni- 
versity's 65th annual "Homecom- 
ing" game at 1:30 p.m. Nothing 
Kruse has averaged a whopping 
40 pass attempts a game for the 
1-2 Broncos. BG coach Moe Ank- 
ney said his defense must stay 
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by Mark Huntebrinker 
sports reporter 
It has been said that a quality 
that distinguishes a good team 
from a great team is that teams 
ability to win the close games. 
The Bowling Green soccer team 
has all but proven this season that 
they just might possess that qua- 
lity. 
BG head coach Gary Palmisano 
credits his team's success in close 
contests to the defense. 
"Our players are really commit- 
ted to team defense," the Falcon 
mentor said. "They realize if the 
defense keeps us in the game, we'- 
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Are you interested in spending 
a few hours of your week 
with a special population? 
CALL Nancy Ruby at 372-6588 
or Pam Kerkendall at 372-3394 
For more information 
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CONGRATULATE THE FOLLOWING 
FALL 1987 
NEW INITIATES 
John Cooper 
Dave Kriceri 
Mike Whitaker 
Trever Gummere 
Paul Green 
Greg Langenderfer 
Dean Dolata 
Erik Kohler 
Andy Connelly 
John Schuler 
Dan Weist 
Mark Lanwehr 
FALL 1987 PLEDGE CLASS 
Da rick Jacobs 
Jim Connor 
Pat Kennedy 
Kevin O'Brien 
Sean Brakeman 
Mike Petrigan 
Brad Funkhouser 
Craig Notarianni 
Tom Rupelli 
Patrick Shea 
Dave Hein 
Rob Horbaly 
John Lammert 
Chris Cartmell 
Greg Nowak 
Matt Faltys 
John Master 
Jeff Bronner 
Frank McCormick 
Mike Reno-Recker 
Don Hendrix 
Pete Boone 
Scott Case 
NEW EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEMBERS 
TREASURER 
PLEDGE EDUCATOR 
ASS'T TREASURER 
RECORDER 
PLEDGE COUNCIL 
JOHN COOPER 
MIKE FULTON 
ASST PLEDGE EDUCATOR 
JOE KRAJEWSKI 
MARK HOSFELD 
JIMMORR 
BROCK HOOVER 
DAVE KRICERI 
DAN WEIST 
PAUL NAPOLI 
CONGRATULATIONS GENTLEMEN 
ve got a good chance to win." 
The Falcons enter the EMU 
game having given up just five 
goals in their first seven contests. 
A combination of a stingy defense 
and some big saves from goal- 
keeper Mickey Loescher have been 
the key to BG's early season suc- 
cess. BG defenseman Jon Felton 
claims there is no reason for 
alarm. 
"The scoring will come,"he said. 
'The offense has been doing every- 
thing but putting the ball in the 
net." 
That same offense is led by for- 
ward Tom Hasten and Larry Val- 
buena. Kasten leads the team in 
goals with three and Valbuena has 
four assists to his credit. 
EMU comes to BG with a 3-2 re- 
cord.They have shutout teams 
twice and have two shutouts of 
their own. Most of EMU's scoring 
this season came in a 11-1 white- 
wash victory against MaComb. 
The Hurons are led by forward 
Nezar Akeel wuth 3 goals and five 
assists for fourteen points. Rich 
Mayer and Eddie Sack have also 
produced with 10 and eight points, 
respectively. 
BG travels to South Bend, Ind. 
Tuesday to face Notre Dame. No- 
tre Dame upset national power- 
house Indiana while BG was 
defeated by IU last Sunday. 
owling Green's soccer team did 
not take much time getting back to 
its winning ways as they defeated 
Ohio State 1-0 in Columbus, Wed- 
nesday evening, to improve its re- 
cord to 6-1. 
The booters lost their first game 
of the 1987 c»mpaign Sunday to 
Indiana 1-0. Falcon head coach 
Gary Palmisano said he was 
pleased the way his team respon- 
ded. 
"I thought we did a good job of 
regrouping coming off the loss to 
Indiana," Palmisano said. "We 
played real well in the first half 
and hung in there in the second 
half with some sound defense." 
The lone goal of the game came 
at the 18:23 mark in the first half. 
Freshman forward Kyle Royer was 
the recipient of a pass off the head 
of junior Jon Felton. Also assisting 
was senior co-captain Larry Val- 
buena. 
The play started off an indirect 
kick. Valbuena lofted the ball to 
Felton who headed it past a rush- 
ing OSU defense, leaving only the 
goalie for Royer to beat for his sec- 
ond goal of the season. According 
to Felton, the goal was no accident. 
"It was a set play we had been 
working on all week," he 
said."Larry hit a real nice ball for 
me to head to Kyle, and he got the 
goalie to go the wrong way." 
In the first half, BG kept the 
pressure on. The Falcons had 
many   opportunities   including   a 
See,Soccer,ll 
Spikers 
look for 
revenge 
The Notre Dame fight song 
reads "Wake up the echo*, 
strike up a cheer," but the 
Bowling Green volleyball 
team does not want to "wake 
up the echos" when they host 
ND tomorrow. 
BG head coach Denise Van 
De Walle said the last meet- 
ing against ND was an un- 
pleasant one for her spikers. 
This year's match will be 
held at 4 p.m. tomorrow in 
Anderson Arena. 
"The Notre Dame match is 
a big game for us," Van De 
Valle said. "We dropped a 
heartbreaking 17-1S decision 
to them in the deciding game 
last year and we will be out 
to avenge that this season. 
ND head coach Art Lam- 
bert said that there is defin- 
itely a revenge factor in this 
match. 
"There's no question that 
Bowling Green wants 
revenge," Lambert said. 
"They're going to be ready to 
come out and beat on us, but 
our players are aware of 
this." 
The Falcons are coming off 
a disappointing loss against 
Michigan, 17-15,15-7,16-14, 
but have an impressive re- 
cord of 10-3. ND came into 
the week with an overall re- 
cord of 9-2 after capturing 
the Eastern Kentucky Invi- 
tational over the weekend. 
Lambert said he is not 
worried about complacency 
after winning the tourna- 
ment at Eastern Kentucky. 
"Nobody's overconfident," 
Lambert said. "We know 
what Bowling Green can do, 
and we know what we can 
do. There are no illusions 
here." In the most recent 
NCAA Midwest Regional 
Poll, the Falcons were ran- 
ked ninth. ND was not listed 
in the top 10 but received 
votes. 
See,Volleyball,l 1 
Welcome Back Alum 
Go Falcons 
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RESTAURANT C 
Sun.-Thurs. 6 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Fri. & Sat.   open 24 hrs. 
1726 E. Wooster Street 
For carry out, call 352-2193 
Just a few smiles from home. 
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'Scabs' join Browns MAC showdown 
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - The Cleve- 
land Browns began practice yes- 
terday at Baldwin-Wallace College 
with 50 players replacing the 
striking members of the National 
Football League team. 
None of the striking Browns are 
among the players who are sche- 
duled to face a New England 
Patriot's squad in Poxboro, Mass. 
on Oct. 4. 
"It's like the start of training 
camp again," Coach Marty Schot- 
tenheimer said. "We will have an 
opportunity to evaluate our 
players. We've always said we try 
to win every game, and that"s what 
well continue to do." 
Jeff Christensen, a veteran of 
several NFL training camps, is the 
favorite to be the Browns' quarter- 
back. Christensen impressed 
Cleveland coaches before he was 
waived from the Browns' roster in 
the 1985 pre-season. 
Other quarterbacks with the 
Browns are Homer Jordon from 
Clemson, Joe Pizzo from Mars 
Hill, N.C. and Karlton Watson of 
Winston-Salem, N.C. 
Also with Cleveland is Darryl 
Sims, a defensive end who was the 
Pittsburgh    Steelers   first    draft 
choice in 1985 and was released in 
the Steelers' final cuts this season. 
Schottenheimer said he and the 
coaching staff are instituting some 
changes from the Browns regular 
offensive and defensive systems. 
"We don't want to tip our hand, 
but we will be doing some things 
differently than the way they've 
been done," he said. "Well be in- 
volved much like we are in the re- 
gular pre-season. We'll spend the 
first four or five days working on 
our offense, defense and kicking 
game and then go on to prepare for 
New England." 
Schottenheimer preferred not to 
comment on any situation involv- 
ing the striking Browns players. 
Browns majority owner Art 
Modell held an informal news con- 
ference shortly before practice be- 
gan. 
"I don't take it personally," 
Modell said of the NFL Players As- 
sociation strike. "I did years ago. 
"1 feel sorry for the players. I feel 
sorry for inner-city blacks selling 
hot dogs in the stands. I feel sorry 
for everybody a]':<rned with the 
game, the advertisers and net- 
works." 
Modell was a key figure in nego- 
tiating the league's three-year 
$1.425 billion contract with televi- 
sion networks, which went into 
effect this season. 
"I spent five months negotiating 
the current TV contract, and for all 
intents and purposes, ifs been 
voided. It hasn't gone down the 
tubes, but there will have to be re- 
visions made. We'll make 
whatever adjustments are re- 
quired," Modell said. 
Modell has indicated in the past 
he would sell his 53 percent inter- 
est in the Browns if the players 
carried through with strike 
threats this season. 
When asked if he's made that 
decision, the 66-year-old Modell 
said, "No. The strike's not over yet. 
I will want to sit down and review 
it. I don't want to go through the 
strike of'82 again. 
"The next year I got sick (with a 
heart attack), and I don't know 
what it had to do with the strike. 
Over the past few years the scars 
have healed, and now we have a 
strike again." 
Approximately 20 of the striking 
Browns' players planned to hold 
an informal workout at an un- 
disclosed site Friday morning. 
From.Volleyball ,10  
After 41 games, BG's scoring leader is senior co- 
captain Jo Lynn Williamson. She has a .365 hitting 
percentage with 165 kills. Junior Kelley Ellett and 
senior Lynne Nibert have also been productive. El- 
let has a .304 hitting percentage with 111 kills 
Classifieds 
while Nibert has a .327 percentage with 94 kills. 
Sophomore Linda Popovich leads the Falcons in as- 
sists with 393. 
Saturday's encounter will be the first match of a 
nine game home stand. After ND, the Falcons host 
Xavier Monday at 7 p.m. in Anderson Arena. 
Kent-E. Michigan meet in vital game 
It wasnt so long ago that the 
most competitive part of a Kent 
State-Eastern Michigan football 
Saturday took place on the field 
at halfti rae. 
But no longer are the bands 
the only reason why anyone 
would nit through two quarters of 
football between the former Mid- 
American Conference doormat*. 
Saturday at XXx Stadium in 
Kent, the Golden Flashes host 
the Hurons in a game that could 
go a long way toward determin- 
ing the MAC champion. Non- 
league action finds three confer- 
ence teams on the road: Ball 
State at Wisconsin, Miami at 
Cincinnati and Central Michigan 
at Minnesota. 
League-leading Toledo, 2-1 
overall and 2-0 in the MAC, and 
Ohio U, 1 -2 and 0-1, are idle. 
. Kent State is 2-0 on the year 
entering its first home and con- 
ference game of the season. The 
Flashes are coming off one of 
their biggest victories in recent 
memory, a 31-17 triumph over 
Kansas of the Big Eight Confer- 
ence last week. 
Meanwhile, Eastern is 2-1 
overall and 1 0 in the MAC. After 
winning their first two gomes, 
including a 33-17 decision over 
defending conference champion 
Miami on the road, the Hurons 
stumbled 17-16 at Akron lust 
week. 
"I guess you could say that if 
they would have beaten Akron 
severely, maybe they would come 
in here overconfident," said Kent 
State coach Glen Mason. "I don't 
(liko to see it that way), being 
that we beat Kansas.... 
"So you ask who has the mo- 
mentum? It's hard to gain mo- 
mentum in a Joss. So I guess the 
momentum goes our way. But 
you know what? All that doesn't 
mean a thing at 1 o'clock on Sat- 
urday afternoon," Mason said. 
Tailback Gary Patton leads the 
Hurons, who have never won in 
Kent in six tries, with 91 yards 
per game. Quarterback Son 
Adams has completed 34 of 64 
passes for 439 yards. 
Defensively, the Hurons have 
allowed 70 yards per game rush- 
ing, but opponents have com- 
pleted 68 percent of their passes 
for 227 yards per game. 
Kent tailback Eric Wilkerson 
has 249 yards rushing in two 
games. Against Kansas he threw 
a touchdown pass and also re- 
turned a kickoff for a touchdown. 
The Flashes, who were expect- 
ed to have major problems when 
quarterback Patrick Young went 
down with a dislocated hip, have 
prospered under Tim Phillips, 
who completed 16 of 29 passes 
for 124 yards and a touchdown 
against the Jayhawks. 
Ball State, Miami and Central 
Michigan will try to improve on 
the MAC* $-8 record in non- 
conference games. 
From.Soccer • 
shot by junior forward Tom Kasten 
that hit the post. The offense has 
had problems putting the ball in 
the net this season, a phase of the 
game Palmisano hopes the Falcons 
can improve on. 
"We've got to attack  the goal 
more often and with more pres- 
sure," Palmisano said. 
A major concern of BG's was 
OSlTs artificial turf in Ohio Sta- 
dium. It was a change from the na- 
tural grass the Falcons are used to 
playing on, but it was not some- 
thing that could not be overcome. 
"Most of us had not played on as- 
tro-turf for quite a while," Felton 
said. "It took some time to get ad- 
justed to the ball moving faster, 
but we eventually settled down 
and played our game." 
Sophomore  goalkeeper  Mickey 
Loescher continued his early 
season success in goal. Loescher 
had three saves in recording his 
fourth shutout of the season. 
Buckeye freshman goalkeeper Jay 
Gross collected two saves. 
Palmisano -s eager to see what 
happens the rest of the season. 
"This a unique year in that were 
trying a lot of different forma- 
tions." he said. 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
• •Itafcan Club Members' • 
Conversation hour wS be at PoUyeyes  this 
Thursday at 9:00 • Be there to loin the fun" 
AMA CAR WASH 
Sat Sept 26 10-4 
Marathon Station 525 N Main 
AMA FITNESS HOURS 
Fn Sept  25 5-9 Uptown 
$1 members S3 non-members 
"Come do your 10 Ol curls" 
BG    NEWS    MEETING    FOR    VOLUNTEER 
REPORTERS!' 
EVERY SUNOAV AT 8 PM IN 210 WEST HALL 
CALL 372-2603 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Black Student Union and Board ol Black Cultural 
Activities present the Annual Homecotno Ball 
featuring the New Ohio Players on Saturday. 
Sept 28. 1987. NE Commons. 11 PM. $2 
per person. $3 per couple Refreshments wS 
be served 
BYOB 
Interested In starling your own business7 Come 
hear Or Harold Lunde speak on entrepreneur, 
ship 
September 30. 1987 
101 BA 7 30 PM 
Be Your Own Bow 
Cellar Dwellers 
Lrve at Dry Oock. Saturday, Sept 20th 
Band begins promptly at 9 PM and plays Ml 
12:30 AM-Come enjoy the Food. Music. and 
Drinks Located in the Galley (xi Harshman's 
basement) Doors open 9 PM-1 AM No cover 
charge 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADHINSIRATION 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
Please lumlsh the Office of the Dean (371 
BA) with the name of your Dean's Advisory 
Council representative by Monday, 
September It. See Ihe DAC malboies (In the 
vending room near the lounge on Ihe second 
floor of the BA Bldg ) for details. 
CRIMINAL    JUSTICE    ORGANIZATION 
MEETING 
302 HANNA. TUES „ SEPT 29 AT 8 00 
GUEST SPEAKER KEITH KLEWER 
IRS CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION 
FRIDAY MAGAZINE 
Weekly meetings are Monday at 8 PM m Ihe 
Commons. 2nd floor ol West Hal Writers, 
photographers and artists are needed Non- 
rournalism majors are welcome to attend Call 
372-6967 or 353-2935 lor more Information 
Golden Key National Honor Society 
Meeting 9-30 87 
138* Building 7 30 
HAPPY HOURS 
ASM-MIS Club 
tonight 4  9 
Campus Poryeyes 
Members drink free Friends drink for S1G 
HSA Movie Duo 
Three Stooges shorts loeowed by Woody 
ABen's "Sleeper". Free and open to an Tues- 
day.Sept 29. at 7 30 PMm the Honors Center 
(below Kreischer Celeteria) Sponsored by the 
Honors Student Association 
National Association tor Ihe Advancement of 
Colored People NAACP 
Meeting-Monday Sept   28. 1987. 8 30 PM 
Amani Room 
AJ persons interested m becoming a part ot this 
reapxtty growing organization are encouraged 
to attend and become an instrumental part of 
one ol our committees which include 
Finance. Quality ot Lite. Membership. Scholar 
she and more 
Phi Mu Alpha INFORMAL SMOKER 
Sunday Sept 27 in the Green Room 
at the Muse Building 
A professional fraternity lor 
music majors and those 
interested in music 
Social Awareness Week 
"Drink What You Dare" 
Come lo the mam lobby ol Offenhauer Towers 
to hear Or   Shurr of the biology depl  speak 
about water position in BG  Mon   Sept   28th 
7 0O-refreshments served 
The African People's Association will be hoSng 
their fast meeting of 1987-68 on Saturday 
September 26. 1987 from 5- 7 P M m the Tall 
Room at the Union AJ interested parties are in- 
vited to attend Ihe meeting 
WE TAKE CARE 
OF OUR NURSES. 
As an Army nurse, 
you'll work hard. But 
so will your Army 
benefits. 
There's a good 
salary. Opportunities for promotion. You'll get allowances for food, housing, 
uniforms, and medical care. Thirty days paid vacation. And you can request 
a first assignment-whether it's near your home, or halfway around the world. 
We care about your future, too. With opportunities to pursue advanced 
education. (If you qualify, you could earn your MSN or PhD, with all tuition 
paid for by the Army.) And we offer generous retirement benefits. 
The Army cares. Find out more by calling your local Army Nurse Corps 
Recruiter today. SSG Becky L. Endel 
1531  W.   Sylvania Ave. 
Toledo,  OH    43612 
(419)  476-6866 
.ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE .AU YOU OW BE. 
THE OBSIDIAN. BG S MINORITY 
NEWSPAPER. WILL HOLD AN ORGANIZA 
TIONAL MEETING WEDNESDAY AT 6 PM IN 
THE WEST MALL COMMONS IF UNABLE TO 
ATTEND CONTACT JARED WADLEY AT 
372 2603 
Would you kke lo be a special friend lo a 
younger glrP 
If so. come A find out more about 
CAMPUS SISTERS 
Mon . Sepl  28th 
8 00 PM in 1 13 BA BWq 
II unable to attend can Lisa or And! al 353-2740 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST: SET OF KEYS TUES SEPT 22 BET- 
WEEN 8-9 30 PM ON THE OUTSIDE STEPS 
OF EPPLER SOUTH IT IS A SET OF 4 KEYS 
WITH AN ORANGE BGSU KEY CHAIN WILL 
THE JOGGERS THAT PICKED THEM UP 
PLEASE GIVE ME A CALL' THANKS! CALL 
LAURA AT 353-1(73 
SERVICES OFFERED 
ABORTION 
Morning after treatment 
Personal S Private 
Center tor Choice II 
Toledo 419-255-7769 
Child Care and Guidance with tender loving care 
m my home Experienced and excellent 
references. Phone 352-0614 after 4 30 
Pregnant? We're here to help you thru CanFxst 
Hope 354-HOPE lor tree pregnancy tests, sup 
pontve services 
SCHOLARSHIPS Available SI00-2.500 plus 
msny little known lunds Write College 
Assistance Center 1001 N Capitol Street. 
Pekm a 
WOMEN S CLINIC 
2 700 Monroe St . Toledo Offering 
gynecological services & pregnancy termination 
by licensed physician including prenatal 
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap test (lor cer- 
vical cancer). VD screening, birth control info . 
Tubal Ligalion termination ol pregnancy up 
through 10 weeks (special rales lor students ) 
By appointment 1-241-2471 
WORD I GRAPHICS PROCESSINO- 
Resumes Cover Letters Typing Services 
Graphics Music Printing 
Presentations a Teaching Aids 
Fast Turnaround. Free Disk Storage 
Many Free Extras a Reasonable Rates 
Give Us A Call Al 354-5002 
PERSONALS 
ORDER YOUR 
HOMECOMING WEEKEND 
PARTY SUBS HERE 
OIBENEOETTO'S SUB-MEOUCK 
ITHE PEOPLE S CHOICE FOR 9 YEARS) 
352-4663 
•TERESA JOYCE* 
Chi Omega wisries you the besl bxthday ever' 
continued on page 12. 
Homecoming 1987 
Sean Hardy Kathi Halas 
Jaime Regules-Kris Theodore 
Gordon Green-Connie Wasko 
Dave Edmunds Sally Abbott 
Barry Wurgler-Alice Puddledink 
Brian Swihart-Krtsten Shnozola 
Steve Dubell-Susan Grimes 
Steve Dillon-Carla Meade 
Tim Cline-Christie Nicoloff 
John Tudhope-Shirley 
Sumanasekera 
Greg Belinz-Diane Popovic 
Todd Irion-Elaine Fetkewicz 
Cart Holmberg-Linda Holmberg 
Scott Miller-Alice Goodrich 
Brian Wagoner-Tracee Shiple 
Steve Willis-Shelly Lyons 
Chris Van Lokeren-Molly McGeough 
John Felton-Catherine 
Dunkelberger 
Mike Chew-Colleen Fitzgerald 
Eric Roush-Nariaki Sugivra 
Sean Harnel-Gisela Alvrez 
Lance Meller-SheHy Tschan 
Jon Rowing-Amy Holman 
Rod Kremer-Barbara Wolstenholme 
Jett Plaskon-Gloria Sivagnanadan 
Jerry Hanson-Kim Wilkerson 
Hugh Shlekte-Chrtstie Nicoloff 
The Stars May 
But Everyone Else 
Eric Schmidt-Tara Westerfield 
Andy Blesi-Kim Bush 
Shane Yates-Robin Rizzo 
Mike Howick-Kelly Drake 
Dan Carmody-Eva Weller 
Brian Gadd-Susan Lewis 
Steve Wadle-Betty Kawashima 
Rick Toplak-Ann Urbas 
Damon Zaylor-Laura Hunter 
Bruce Bixler-Shanda Miltenberger 
Brian BeH-Chris Buchenlc 
Scott Bush-Liz Gordon 
Dan FraytickSap Mitsubishi 
Doug Dill-Megan Day 
Dren Agosti-Etvira Luoma 
Todd Taliferro-Debbie Nolan 
Crass Maturi-Cotleen Bush 
Ben Schultz-Edith Ruf 
Todd Weaver-Charlene Ferko 
Todd Robinson-Sheri Troeber 
Jack Fox-Missy Kolczun 
Ed Grabill-Kim Powanda 
Matt Frey-Sondra Schmidt 
Brian Walters-Roni Hoffman 
Jason Weaver-Michelle Sticklewitz 
Tim Smith-Lisa Cole 
Brian Meyer-Kathy Campbell 
Rob Stolph-Lynn Miller 
Graig Brvehler-Lisa Kast 
Ed Weber-Jenny Mirolli 
Brad Bradshaw- Allison Carnahan 
Chad Steele-Jeanie Schindler 
Rob Krupp-Marie Verhoff 
Dave Szydlik-Ginger Gerber 
Todd Wilson-Shari Cross 
Dan Sachs-Kelly Blackman 
Dan Rivera-Linda Poprock 
George Howick-Joan Howlck 
-CHAPTER AOVISOR 
Lane Witte-Sandy UrbanctC 
-GRADUATE AOVISOR 
Be Shining in Bowling Green. 
Will Be At the Delt Homecoming 
Classifieds 12 September 25,1987 
Continued from page 11. 
HOMECOMHM PARADE SECURITYt 
Reminder 
MEET AT 1:15 TOMORROW MORNING 
AT STEPS OF EDUCATION BLOQ. 
SEE YOU THEN' 
ATTENTION SCOTT DEAKIN: 
I WAS WONDERING IF YOU WERE QOINQ TO 
FALL ASLEEP ON LISA AQAIN YOU SURE 
DO SAW SOME WOOD, MAYBE YOU 
SHOULD TRY SLEEPING ON YOUR SIDE. 
HAVE A OREAT WEEKENOI 
-THE DELT 
Attention DM OM Houseboys 
ROSS 1 CHRIS 
YOU GUYS ARE GREAT' 
EVERY WEDNESDAY AT DOWNTOWN 
MUSICS LAUGHTER 
WITH KENNY REEVES 
NO COVER 
FiHlu 
Nol really, just «ve mMuc at the Dry Dock The 
dear Dweeera. tve Saturday night. B to 12 
FUZZY NAVELS 
$1 50 
SUNDANCE 
"•WORKING TOWARDS WISDOM-•• 
THE FOURTH ANNUAL 
MTERFRATERNALPANHELLENIC 
1B87 
FALL SCHOLARSHIP DESSERTS 
WILL BE THIS MONDAY 
SEPTEMBER 28. 1B87 
IN THE GRAND BALLROOM 
SHOW ALL YOUR GREEK PRIDE 
AND ATTEND THIS ANNUAL EVENT 
' -ATTN: BOWLING GREEN FACULTY' • 
R.S.V P s lor Vie Greek Faculty Recaption are 
due by Wednesday September 30   Wa en- 
courage you to attend. 
ATTENTION KATHI HALAS 
THE XI LUAU WAS A GREAT TIME, 
AND I CAN ONLY THINK OF ONE THING 
THAT   IS   BETTER      THE   DELT 
RENAISSANCE, 
BUT DON'T TAKE MY WORK FOR IT. 
SEAN 
••BALLOON SALE" 
ORDERS TAKEN SEPT. 28 TO OCT 2 IN THE 
UNION -HELIUM    AND   HEART   MYLAR 
BALLOONS 
DELIVERY OCTOBER 5TH 
SPONSORED BY GAMMA PHI BETA 
"COMING SOON" 
WFAL'S REVOLUTION IN ROCK RADIO 
THE ALL-STUDENT TURN ON 
• 'GET PSCYHED UAA* • 
Homecoming Is al hand, and you are expected 
to lend your hand at the Alumni Center tomor- 
row So don't forget' 
"OET PSYCHED UAA" 
'Congratulations to Jim Medenia on being 
elected Executive Vice President of the 
Management Club The Brothers ol Phi Kappp 
Par 
1117 Miss BGSU Scholarship PsgeanlMI 
Executive Positions Now Available' 
Associate Producer 
Associate Director 
Contestant Coordinator 
Aast Contestant Coordinator 
Financial Director 
Secretary (credit available) 
Ad Seles Chairperson 
Applications now available in 425 Student Ser- 
vices Appications due Sept 25 
A berated congratulationa to Karen Saaty and 
Barry Sanders on their Pi Phi Doll pinning The 
sisters of Pi Beta Phi 
ADOPTION 
Warm, loving, married couple wish to ado t new- 
born baby Al expenses paid-attorney involved 
RAP P O Box 832. Bowling Green 
Adoption Couple hapcwy married 8 years with 
much love and security to ofter wishes to adopt 
white newborn Al expenses paid, confidential, 
calcolecl 914-821 -1 152 
ADOPTION COUPLE HAPPILY MARRIED 8 
YEARS WITH MUCH LOVE AND SECURITY TO 
OFFER WISHESSTO ADOPT WHITE 
NEWBORN ALL EXPENSES PAID. CON- 
FIDENTIAL   CALL COLLECT 914-821-1152 
ADOPTION Professional couple with a good 
marriage wants to adopt a baby Wa wB pay 
medical expenses Contact our attorney. Mr. 
Fisher, at (419)599-1010 Al deahngs wB be 
strictly confidential 
ALPHA GAM PLEDGES are the BEST 
They put al others lo the test 
They're spirited and fun in every way 
That's why we're proud lo say 
ALPHA GAM PLEDGES ARE NO. 1 
Batter Upf 
The Alpha Delia PI-Alpha Sigma Phi Sortbal 
Tourney is coming Oct   3rd   Register today 
Cal 2-3407  
BRIAN   "BRAIN" CHAMBERS 
Wanted to wish you happy 21st 
Congratulations on Homecoming Court 
Looking forward lo the dance. 
Love You Boomer) Carrie 
Catch the Parade 
Saturday - 10:00 am 
CHI-OS - 
GREAT JOB WITH CAR STUFF!' YOU GUYS 
DID GREAT THROUGH ALL THAT RAIN KEEP 
UP THAT CHM3 SPIRIT" 
ANDY. JEFF. AND ROB 
Congratulations Sarlna Aleai on your PHI PSI 
leveJenng lo Pack Cunbo ol Ohio State! Love, 
your PI PHI Sisters 
Congratulations to the Alpha Phil for winning 
the car stuff 
The Brothers ol Sigma Nu. 
Congratulations to Duane Frager for being the 
brother ol Ihe week 
The Brothers of Sigma Nu 
Dave. 
The Canoe Trip was tun, 9 miles we went.FWe 
drank lots of beer and camped in a tenl 
But Homecomings next. It wB be a great night. 
With DZ and Kappa Sxj. we I do if up right" 
Kelly 
P S No More shots PLEASE" 
DAVID, 
Three more days until our 3rd year together. I 
will always love you, forever' 
Barb 
Do You want lo Bet turned on? 
"Coming Soon" 
WFAL's Revolution In Rock Radio 
The All-Student Tum On 
Don't disappoint your 
parents tor Christmas. 
Get your senior portrait 
shot now lo have your 
prints In time lor the holidays. 
Call The Key 372-S0S8. 
Last week for Ihli session' 
DU Ed ShuHi 
Had a great time at PI Phi Flyaway and can't wait 
to celebrate  'Lucky 7" al h-comlng-GLAD we 
worked things out   I love  ya1  Nancy—P.S. 
Guess mom was right, again' 
GAMMA PHI PLEDGES ARE THE BEST' 
YOU GUYS ARE DOING A GREAT JOB! 
TM SO PROUD OF YOU! 
GAMMA PHI LOVE > MINE. 
BETHPREVISH 
HAPPY I9TH BIRTHDAY NORINA" 
WATCH OUT FOR THOSE FACE CARDS 
WE HOPE ITS A GOOD ONE 
LOVE.   USA.   NADINE,  KATHY.   LORI  AND 
DEBBY 
HAVE TO SH»> A PACKAGE? 
For al your shipping needs 
Federal Express. UPS 
A-Z 0.1. Cnler 352-5042 
HEY GUYS OF 3RD LOWS COMPTON" 
WISH DARRELL HENTHORN 
HAPPY BIHTHDAY TOOAYII 
Imagine a wild night oul with your triends 
Now Imagine never seeing them again 
DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S FLAG 
FOOTBALL-SEPT 30. WOMEN'S FUG 
FOOTBALL-OCT I, FRATERNITY ICE 
HOCKEY-OCT 5, ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00 
PM IN 108 REC CENTER 
JENI WINSTEL 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
LOVE, 
Usa 
ALPHA PHIS 
GET EXCITED FOR AUTUMN OUTRAGE' DO 
YOU KNOW WHO YOUR DATE IS? 
OZ actives are No  1' 
Love. 
Your Zees 
Amy Duerr 
Congratulations on being selected as Greek 
athlete ol the week 
The Panheeemc Council 
ANN-MARIE 
Let's make up lor Ihe peat two years! Party til 
we Hist can't party no more We're cool, they're 
not 
Love, 
Cralg 
DZ Pledges Love Their Actives" 
DZ Pledges love their solves!' 
Established Original Band Needs 
experienced baas player NOW" 
No Metal Heads' 
Cal John 354 2382 or Dave 3544025 
Jerry Johnson. 
I hope this weekend goes better than your 
week! II by to make it one of your best ever. I 
know we'l have an awesome time! 
Love. Kalhy 
P S No wrestling and no pink nightie'! 
JIMMY FANTOZZI, 
This is going to be an excelenl weekend I can't 
wail' Good Luck on your test And don't worry, 
there's only 12 more weeks lo go! (hee hee) 
Just remember "You are my ..." 
LOVE, KAREN 
JOB- 
GET READY FOR YOUR BEST HOMECOMING 
EVER! I KNOW WE'LL HAVE A GREAT TIME 
SORRY ABOUT THE REST OF THEM-THEY 
MISSED OUT 
LOVE. ROB 
JOE METKLERI! 
Happy 2nd Friday Madness' 
I LOVE YOU! 
John L Hunter 
l misa al ol the good times we've had Lot's la* 
soon' 
I Miss You! 
KAREN GOUTZ 
Congrats to you and Rusty 
I wish you guys the best 
I love you! 
Your little. Christy 
KCTI 
Congratulations lor winning the Spirit award al 
car stuff! 
The Brothers ol Sigma Nu 
KEN COLUNGWOOD 
Homecoming Is almost here al last I know torn- 
morrow wi be a blast. Just don't ask lo play an 
Alarl game, because you know that's really 
same 
I'm Excited" 
Stephanie 
WELCOME ALUMNI 
See us for B.G.S.U. Homecoming Souvenirs 
% 
B.G.S.U. T-Shirts 
B.G.S.U. Sweatshirts 
B.G.S.U. Children's Shirts 
B.G.S.U. Ornaments 
B.G.S.U. Mugs 
B.G.S.U. Glassware 
B.G.S.U. Decals 
and other B.G.S.U. Merchandise 
Back Packs 
Pennants 
Stadium Blankets 
Stadium Seat Cushions 
Falcon Hats 
Umbrellas 
Open Homecoming Saturday 9:00 - 5:30 
University Bookstore 
tw 
Main Floor Student Services Building 
Regular Hours 
8.00 - 5:00, Mon. • Fri.        9:00 - 5:00 Sat. 
Kimberlle "Mama G " Gokfeberry 
With al the herd work you've done, 
87 Homecoming la sure to be number one! 
The signs, the parade. Interviews and phone 
Oats, 
Al the planning leads to Kin tor one and al; 
Except lor ua-the dateless ol 102 
But one thing's for sure-We love you! 
Corigratulattons on a lob wel done! 
LARA FISH 
Congratulationa on being  recognized as an 
outstanding catxnet member Keep up the greet 
work' 
The Penhseenlc Council 
Last week lor Senior Pictures 
Call The Key  $72-aOS8  lo  schedule your 
Usa. Slacey, Lort. Tracy, Scheley. 
THANK YOU tor being there when I needed 
youl I love al ol you guys'-Me    
UZ  
•••HAPPY BaHTHDAYft 
WISH  I WAS  THEREI   YOU WERE  THERE 
WHEN I NEEDED YOU AND I'LL BE THERE 
SOON. BE PREPARED TO HAVE A GREAT 
TIME! 
OUT-OF-CONTROL 
Lost In Emotion 
Hope you gel your man 
and kill Ihe other! 
Happy 21 Ml 
The Comer 5 
Margie Murphy 
On the 30th youl be nineteen 
So the weekend we'l cause a scene. 
Grab the cake and ice cream 
But never fear. 
I would never forget the beer' 
Love. 
Your Roomie 
Senior Portralls Now 
Senior Portralls Now 
Senior Portraits Now 
Senior Portraits Now 
MARY HAUBERT 
MY FAVORITE ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
HOMECOMING WILL BE SO MUCH FUN 
GET PSYCHE0 UP, BECAUSE I AM 
YOUR FAVORITE PIKE. 
CHUCK OIFFELS ("UPCHUCK") 
MAHY HAUBERT 
Even though you always take my Ideas first. 
you're the BEST "Sister Molher??" -Big'! 
I love you! Stephanie 
'•Alpha Gemma Oeaa" 
Michael Young 
Get excited lor Homecoming 
This one wil be the best one yet' 
Love. 
C Bean 
MICHELLE N. HRUSOVSKY 
We've been studying way too much this week I 
know fust the soajHon-FUl Homecoming Bring 
asprm. aha seltzer, and oh yeah-a dress 
Love. 
Scott 
MONY 
Good kick at Regional.  I know you'l do a 
GERAT fob! Don't lorgel to celebrate a title 
white you re working so hard' 
BIG love- 
Patty 
NEED HELP? 
Typing-Word Processing 
Document Storage on Diskette 
Resumes 
plus many more services 
A-Z Data Center 352-5042 
Nonna Cokimbaro 
Happy 19th Birthday 
I "heart" my roomie! 
Love ya' Lisa 
NOTICE" MEP PRE REGISTRATION 
MEETING" Al elementary ed maiors and 
elementary ed -special ed dual and triple ma- 
iors who applied lor Spring. 1988 MEP are ex- 
pected lo attend the meeting. Wed . Sept 23. 
6:30-8:00 PM. 112 Ule Science BUg BE 
THERE!! 
Any questions, please contact Dr Sheila 
WlnimanKrieoei. 372-7329  
Oh STEPHANIE UTISS we re excited to say 
We're happy lor you in every way 
Mey your future together last forever 
Love, Alpha Gam 
OX PRODUCTIONS 
DJ'S AND TUNES FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY 
REASONABLE RATES-WILL TRAVEL 
CALL TIM $54-4031 
PABLO'S MEXICAN CANTINA 
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS 
ALL ONLY S2.99 
S93 S. MAIN 353-1351 
PHI PHI NKKI AHRNS 
Happy Birthday' (tomorrow) Hope you have a 
great weekend)  I'm glad you chose PI Phi. 
You're gang lo have a great year' Love, your 
Beta Buddy, Nancy 
Phi Tens > ATO'i- 
Let's kick up our heels at the tea and sashe our 
wsy to the parade  Get psyched tor a great 
Homecoming! 
Love. 
The Kappas 
Pitchers olf his rocker. Just like  .. 
See if your team can hit to victory in the Alpha 
Dell Alpha SIB sortbal tourney Cal 372-3407 
to sign your team up today 
Raa" 
Get payched lor the FIJI Purple Garter Date 
Party You wel love It! 
Love, Dave 
SAY HI. THANKS. OR I LOVE YOU TO YOUR 
ROOMMATE OR ANY SPECIAL PERSON WITH 
A BALLOON ORDERS TAKEN IN THE UNION 
FOYER. SEPT 28 TO OCT 2. DELIVERY 
OCT. 5TH SPONSORED BY GAMMA PHI 
BETA 
Scon R Whitehead 
Thanks for a fantastic Homecoming Psyche Up 
Week! 
Love. Michelle 
PS When??? 
SUSAN MATLACK 
Tharw lor making me laugh the past few days 
You're such a pal! Hey. I wonder II they eel 
black candles before Halloween? 
Love. 
Mess 
The Brothers ol Sigma Nu would hke to thank 
• the fraternities and sororities lor participating 
« Ihe 4th annual car stutl 
The Brothers ol Sigma Nu wish lo congratulate 
the Slg Eps lor winning Ihe car stuff 
THE KEY YEARBOOK STAFF IS LOOKING 
FOR ENTHUSIASTIC SALES REPRESEN- 
TATIVES. SE A PART OF A WINNING TEAM. 
CONTACT THE KEY OFFICE 372-8086 OR 
CHRIS KINGSTON, SALES MANAGER 
354-4828 
The Panhelenic Council enjoyed having Ihe 
presence ol the Alpha Gemma Delta and Pi Beta 
Phi pledge classes si last weeks council 
meeting, and the pledge classes ol Chi Oemga 
and Alpha Phi this week 
THE SISTERS OF PI BETA PHI WISH TO CON- 
GRATULATE ANN MORLOCK ON HER 
ENGAGEMENT TO KEVIN AMSTUTZ BEST 
OF LUCK TO BOTH OF YOU" 
The sialors ol Alpha XI Delta wish everyone a 
sale & tun Homecoming weekend" 
The Undergraduate Alumni Association would 
«ke lo welcome back al BGSU Alumni We hope 
you entoy your visit, and we wish you a sale trip 
home 
TO MY BIMBO ROOMIE-AMY JADE 
It wHI be a great three night weekend. Bui, in 
gotta Hop) Cheer up * smile- 
Love. 
Tin Nidlne 
WAS THAT TOM CRUISE IN THE SEPT   22 
ISSUE OF THE BG NEWS? 
NOOOOO 
WAS IT RICHARD GERE? NOOOOO 
WAS IT ROB LOWE? NOOOOO 
WAS IT MATT DILLON? NOOOOO 
WAS IT CALLEN BREEN?"? 
YESIII CAN WE HAVE YOUR AUTOGRAPH"! 
LOVE. 
4 OUT OF "33   ADORING WOMEN! 
Welcome beck Gemma Phi Alumnae 
We're looking forward to seeing you agaia 
Love and TTKE. Ihe Sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta 
WELCOME BACK ATO AMUMNI 
WELCOME BACK ATO ALUMNI 
WENDY 
HAPPY 19TH B DAY 
It's About Time! 
WENDY LARICK 
I'm reefy excited to gel to know my new grand 
HUe Welcome lo Ihe larmly' 
Michele 
P S Happy Birthday on Ihe 27th' 
HELP WANTED 
SHANNON DORF, 
Get reedy for a GREAT FIJI Homecoming end a 
BIG Surprise" 
Love. 
PS   Orvy two weeks left" 
SHERI 
Bring en open mind, a large glass and get ready 
lor the widest weekend ever. 
TODO 
PS Don't lorgit ■ toothbrush 
STEVE BACHMANN -THANKS FOR A GREAT 
TIME CAMPING' I'M REALLY LOOKING FOR- 
WARD TO THIS WEEKEND   LOVE. SUZY 
SUE MILEK 
You're the bestest BIG! I hope you're as excited 
as I am about this weekend-till be out ol 
contrail 
Love, 
Your AGO ■' Hani 
OBenedetloa Sub-Me-CMck hiring delivery t 
prep personnel weekends Apply 2-4. Mon-Fn 
Experienced phone sotcttors needed Good 
working conditions with excelenl pay Ajeoaght 
dervery people needed lor Bowing Green area 
Apply al University Motor Lodge to the Boar 
droom Hours 9 00 AM-B00 PM 
FREE - Trip to Daytona plus comrmaaion 
money. Going to Florida? Go tor free Take ad- 
vantage ol promoting the No. 1 Spring Break 
trip II Interested cm Designer's ol Travel 
1 -800-453-9074 Immediately' 
High-energy Individuals needed for all 
positions--1B years of age end otder-no ex- 
perience necessary wi train talk lo us about 
car pookng 
Henry J's Nightclub 
1532 S. Byrne Rood. Toledo 
Apply after 8 30 PM Wed-Sundey 
HIRING! Govmt Jobs- In your area. 
$15,000-68.000 Cal 802-838-8885 Ext 
4244 
HIRING! GOVMT JOBS- Your area. 
$15,000-88000 Cal (802) 838 8885 EXT 
4244 
Management Trainee Position Available lor 
specialty tood srevice Apply in person-Syd A 
Diane's, 10S Weal 5th St  Perryaburg 
Restaurant Chel-Prep Cook 
Delicatessen Help lull and part time. Apply in 
person Syd 1 Diane's. 105 West 6th St Per- 
rysburg  
WANTED. Energetic, lun-tovmg md.viduale who 
would Ike lo make extra money lor college 
whee having tun Now hiring lor al positions Ap- 
ply in person al Buttons Night Club, rust north 
ol Bowing Green on Route 25 Tues thru Sun 
alter 8 PM - flexibii scheduling available, car 
pools can be arranged 
FOR SALE 
1988 Plymouth  Good student or go-to work 
car Asking $250 Cal Brad 372 2358 
1978 Camera  Low miles  $2,300 Air  Good 
Condition! 874-4079 
WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON HERE? It's Matt 
QraeningS new Lite In Hel 1988 Fun Calendar 
($7.95) Order early end be the cooiesl om on 
your block! J2 S « H per Item. $10 ma. S«H 
charge per addressee. Ask for the secret 
bonus catalog teaturmg lots ol cartoony stuff 
($1 SASE Catalog Iree with order) Send 
check or MO lo: LIFE IN HELL. P.O BOX 
38ES4. LA, CA 90036 What inquiries only 
(213)935-8366 
Would you Ike lo be a special Inend to a 
younger gel? 
It so. come & find out more about... 
CAMPUS SISTERS 
Mon , Sept 28th 
8:00 PM m 113 BA Bkjg 
II  unable   lo   attend,   cal   Lisa  or  And!   al 
353-2740 
Zeke. Laurie, a Guido- 
Hey you Hippy DZ Campers! Thanks lor a great 
weekend  I hope you al had as much fun as I 
dkl. Lett party with those townies 
DZ • DZSLove-Amy • DZ • DZ • DZ • DZ 
P.S. Sorry lor keeping you up S waking you upl 
WANTED 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
353-7917 
French House needs t Ismail student 
imereeted In French Culture and Language 
Same   price   as   dormitories.    Please   cal 
372-2781 
Need Male Roommate lor 615 Second St Cal 
RE Management 352 9302 
1978 Toyota Cefcca Many options, good con- 
dition 84.500 rifles Cal 352-2323 weekends 
or after 8 PM 
1980 Suzuki GSL 850 new oil cooler Low 
miiegge plus accessories $ 1600 or best oiler 
352 6091 
2 soft dark brown couches, excelenl condition. 
form L shape $75 Cal Chris at 1 -278 3158 
Leave message 
2-BR APARTMENT ON SIXTH ST AVAILABLE 
IMMEDIATELY HEAT S WATER FREE FOR 
MORE WTO CALL 362-4966  
71 MALIBU CLASSIC 305 V8, AIR. AM FM 
CASS . NEW RAD . CARB. TIRES, EXHAUST 
NEEDS VALVE WORK 372-1330. DAVE 
MAKE OFFER 
Apple lie computer with Amdec imber monitor, 
external  disk   drive.   Mouse,   and  Joystick 
various   software   Included     Excellent 
conditcn $900  orbest   oiler    Cal   2-3656 
MWF  
Bar For Sale 
$35 negotieble-wal deliver 
372-2810 
SoMon Concert 
Sept   26-mdy   Indiana 
30 lor Pair, good seats 
354-4825 
Closing Home 672 MndOwHe. Dr 
AooBlered   furniture,   beds,   lamps,    tables 
washer & gee dryer  Smel G E. relridgeralor. 
Motorola color TV. kitchen mlsc   Fn   S Sat 
10-5 
FOR SALE 
'84 MERC LYNX VERY LOW MILEAGE 
GREAT CONDITION ASKING $3400 CALL 
354-2914 AFTER 9 30 PM 
KEG SIZE FRIDGE 115 
CALL 354-0844 
ASK FOR GEORGI 
Marantz 125 watt roc with remote; Fisher 100 
watt amp and tuner with EO: Resettle 7 band 
EO; Realettc mixing board: Realslic Cass 
deck-B-C. music search, auuo-reverse. Sansui 
cats, deck-pro tenet, music search and Dolby. 
Merantz 3-wiy tpkra-prlced to tell 352-2939 
Nobkrl Pans wooden clarinet Good condHon 
Asking $200-negoliable Cal 372-5820 
OCTA -gym (new) $75 Stereo Set $85 Cal 
352-4381 after 5 PM  
Panasonic atereo with cassette player, turn- 
table, speakers hi very good condition. $75 or 
beslofler  352 7299  
Racing Fuko. 1988 Schwvm Tempo- plus ac- 
cessories Excelenl ayidWon $300 or beet 
offer CM 2-1483 (evenings only) 
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom apartments dose to campus lor 
$360 per month pkis electric, eel 352-7182 
lor information 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE AVAIL IMMED 
CURRENTLY VACANT 
UP TO 3 PEOPLE 
ONLY 1346 A MO. TOTAL 
1ST MONTH FREE RENT 
CALL 363-8409 OR OCMB 4030 
Need A Room, Place To Stay? 
"Submse" Call 354-5224 
Ask tor Ford 
Rooms tor rent. Very nice accomodstlona Cal 
3524828 or 352-1803 alter S PM 
Why rent? Buy this 1972, 14' X 64'. 3 bdrm 
mobile home   Payments lest than rent. Cal 
352 4458 after 5 PM 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
ISeconHSemeierleasesi 
■eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeel 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn. 
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance 
$ Rent Rebates $ 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 
352-9135 
Hrs: Mon-Fri  9-8 
Sat & Sun 10-4 
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Professor receives grant to develop mural 
by Steve Schelb 
Dr. Adrian Tio, an associate professor 
of art, has recently received a $1,962 In- 
dividual Artists Grant from the Arts 
Commission of Greater Toledo to 
research and develop an experimental 
portable fresco mural. 
What is a fresco mural?Fresco is the 
art of painting on damp plaster with a 
special kind of paint. As the plaster har- 
dens, the paint carbonizes and is har- 
dened inside the plaster, not just painted 
on the surface. 
The unique idea behind Tio's mural is 
the fact that he is designing a portable 
mural to be displayed at various loca- 
tions throughout Northwestern Ohio. 
The difficult part, however, is to "build a 
framework that can be moved from site 
to site without cracking the individual 
panels," Tio said. 
The mural itself will consist of three to 
five panels of two feet by four feet in 
length and a smaller support work called 
predella which relates to the larger 
panels. Once a display site is chosen, Tio 
will install the framework and then the 
panels will be inserted. 
As a testament to the Hispanic com- 
munities in Ohio, the mural will feature 
Hispanic imagery with Mexican- 
Americans and Puerto Ricans. Being a 
Puerto Rican-American himself, Tio 
commented on the large population of 
HispanicsinOhio. 
"When 1 moved to Ohio. I realized the 
state was equally divided by Mexican- 
Adrian Tio works in his studio. 
American communities in the west and 
Puerto Rican communities in the east." 
The imagery combines both symbols 
and specific individual events of the 
Hispanic people and communities in 
Northwest Ohio. 
Friday/Steve Shelb 
Tio hopes to have the mural finished 
and ready for display in late spring or 
early summer of next year. 
Rembrandt to be featured 
at Toledo Museum of Art 
by Beth Church 
A painting never before seen in the 
Western Hemisphere will soon be on ex- 
hibit at the Toledo Museum of Art. 
Rembrandt's "Holy Family With Ang- 
els" is on loan from a Soviet museum and 
will be in Toledo Oct. 4 through Jan. 3. 
The religious painting will come from 
the State Hermitage Museum in Leni- 
ngrad under the current cultural 
exchange agreement between the United 
States and Soviet Union. In exchange, 
the Toledo museum will send El Greco's 
"Agony in the Garden" to Leningrad. 
Roger Mandle, director of the Toledo 
museum, and William Hutton, senior 
curator, were responsible for negotia- 
tions with Soviet museum officials in 
December of 1986, which resulted in the 
exchange. 
The masterpiece, painted in 1645, de- 
picts five angels hovering over the Holy 
Family in the manger. It will be the 
centerpiece of an exhibition examining 
ways in which the Bible inspired Rem- 
brandt. 
Museum officials have announced that 
22 of Rembrandt's etchings of the life of 
Christ will also accompany the painting 
in the exhibition. The etchings will be 
drawn from the collections of the Cleve- 
land, Cincinnati and Toledo art mu- 
seums. 
The Leningrad painting was acquired 
in 1772 by the Russian empress Cather- 
ine the Great, and for the last 200 years 
has been housed in the State Hermitage 
Museum, presently ranked as one of the 
world's greatest museums. 
Free public tours of the exhibition will 
be offered on selected Sundays through- 
out the rest of the year. Museum officials 
believe there will be a wide interest in 
the religious works. 
"We are expecting a large turnout for 
the exhibition," Barbara Van Vleet, pub- 
lic relations coordinator at the museum, 
said. 
Rembrandt, a Dutch painter and et- 
cher, born in Holland as Rembrandt 
Harmenszoon van Rijn in 1606, is ren- 
owned for his religious portraits. 
Daily admission costs for the exhibit 
are $3 for adults, $2 for senior citizens 
and no charge for student groups. 
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Tina Turner reflects on her success 
by Mary Campbell 
NEW YORK (AP) - A decade ago, Tina 
Turner went out on her own, bringing to 
an end her marriage and the raunchy 
rock act known as the Ike and Tina Tur- 
ner Revue that had produced such hits 
as "Proud Mary." 
She didn't exactly take the music 
world by storm when her solo LP, 
"Rough," came out in 1978. But six years 
later, Tina Turner made an astounding 
comeback with "Private Dancer." The 
album produced numerous hits, and won 
three Grammy awards, including song 
and record of the year for her first ever 
No. 1 single, "What's Love Got to Do 
With itr 
The album also made the sultry singer 
the goddess of rock. She's a triumph in 
the comeback world, an independent 
47-year-old woman who can prance 
about in spike heels and short skirts and 
captivate teenyboppers as well as their 
parents. 
Miss Turner is on a yearlong world 
tour that began in Europe to promote 
her latest LP, "Break Every Rule." When 
the tour ends on April 1,1988, she plans 
to return to acting. She recently discus- 
sed her career in an interview with The 
Associated Press. 
Q. When you sing live, do you try to 
sound the way you do on your albums? 
A. "I changed my music a bit and made 
it more rock 'n' roll, performance wise. 
On the album you don't feel you're listen- 
ing to a rock 'n' roll album. The show is 
lively." 
Q. How do you cope with performing 
every night? 
A. "In America, I sometimes have four 
nights in a row. In Europe, some weeks I 
did seven." 
Q. Do you still wear miniskirts and 
straw-stack wigs on stage? 
A. "My dresses are short... I never re- 
late to them as minis. No dancer dances 
in long clothes. My style over the years 
has been basically the same because of 
my type of work. Now ifs classier. 
"My punk hair is an image thing. Peo- 
ple expect it." 
What is it? 
If you can identify this object, 
you could win a *15 gift 
certificate from Stingers Cafe, 
1414 E. Wooster. (Does not include 
tax, gratuity, or alcoholic 
beverages). 
Drop your answers in the entry 
box located in the BG News 
editorial office, 214 West Hall. 
Entries are due by Wednesday, 
Sept. 30 at 2 p.m. The winning 
entry will be named at that time. 
If more than one correct entry is 
received, a drawing will be held 
to determine the winner. 
Employees of BGSU Student 
Publications are not eligible. 
Sponsored by 
Elizabeth Jocke of Bowling Green correctly identified last week's 
object as the label holder on a file cabinet. Her name was chosen in a 
drawing of all correct entries. 
ENTRY FORM 
Name  
Address  
Phone Number 
What is it?_ 
Return to BG News Editorial Office, 214 West Hall, BGSU. 
Friday  
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J'    I       HOMECOMING MIXER!!! 
&r&wwn&>^ 
1570 East Wooster 
Bowling Green 
- open every - 
Friday and Saturday 
- 24 HOURS - 
BOWLING 
woodland moll °S 
cinema Phone No. 354-0558 
10 WAY OUT 
SAT/SUN 1:00 
EVE 9:15 
PG-13 
THE PRINCIPAL 
SAT/SUN 1 15 320 
EVE 650920  
PG-13 
THE PICK-UP 
ARTIST 
SAT/SUN 1 20 3 30 
EVE 7 15 935 
THE FOURTH 
PROTOCOL 
SAT/SUN 1 10 3 35 
EVE 7:05 9 30 
PG-13 
HOUSE II 
SAT/SUN 3:2f 
EVE 645 
HELLRAISER 
SAT/SUN 1.00 3 15 
EVE 7:00 945 
LA TENIGHT SHO WS 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY   11:30 PM 
ROBOCOP (R) 
REVENGE OF THE NERDS II (PG-13) 
ALL TICKETS ONLY $2.00 
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University Festival Series debuts withJT 
Grammy winners Stolzman, Douglas 
Bowling Green State University opens its 1987-88 Festival Series Sept. 26 with a 
recital by clarinetist Richard Stoltzman and pianist, bassoonist and composer Bill 
Douglas. 
The concert, featuring a crossover of music from classical to jazz and contemporary 
pieces, will begin at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
The duo's 1986 release, "Begin Sweet World," featuring many compositions by 
Douglas, was awarded a Grammy. The album includes classical, jazz and rock-fusion 
music and hit number five on the Billboard charts where it remained for 22 weeks. 
Stolzman also won a Grammy for best chamber music performance in 1983 for a 
Brahms' sonata recording with pianist Richard Goode. 
Hailed by the New York Times as "the greatest clarinetist of the century," and by 
the Washington Post as "an artist of indescribable genius," Stoltzman is also known 
for giving the first clarinet recital in the history of the Hollywood Bowl. He has also 
made appearances on the Tonight Show with Johnny Carson. 
Tickets for the concert are $6, $10 nnd $ 14 and can be purchased at the Kobacker 
Box Office between 12 and 6 p.m. weekdays or reserved using Mastercard or Visa by 
calling(419) 372-8171. 
KERMIT'S 
RESTAURANT 
HOME COOKING 
STOP IN FOR BREAKFAST BEFORE THE GAME 
307 S. MAIN ST. B.G. O. 354-I38H 
( across from stair I tome Savings ) 
Concert Program 
Sonatina No. 1 in D major, Op. 
137 Franz Schubert 
"New York Counterpoint" for 
Clarinet and Tape Steve Reich 
Two Part Invention for Clarinet 
and Bassoon Johann Sebastian 
Bach 
Sonata for Clarinet and 
Piano Leonard Bernstein 
Following the intermission, the 
duo will present jazz selections 
from their "Begin Sweet World* 
and "New York Counterpoint* 
albums. Richard Stoltzman 
MARKS 
Large 2-1 tern Pizza 
for Only $6.00 
FREE DELIVERY 352-3551 
Custom Cuts for 
Men & Women! 
haircuts just $6! 
perms $25-$75 
Mini Mall Salon 
190 S. Main St. 352-7658 
R6DSKINS 
5CKOFF 1 POUND 
WITH COUPON THRU 9/30/87 I 
Buy ony quantity you uuont 
FOR VOUR TAILGATE 
& PAATV N€€DS 
NUTS FR6SHLV 
RORST6D 
CflNDV MflD€ ON 
PR6MIS6S 
PflRTV & GIFT TRflVS 
ORD€R BV PHON6 
353-0587 
WOODLAND MALL 
BOWLING GR€€N 
EYE EXAM APPTS. NOW BEING ACCEPTED. 
Before you buy your next pair of glasses or contact 
lenses STOP! Compare BEFORE you buy. Even If 
your optical shop offers 50% off or 2 for 1—Get our 
price quote. What do you have to loose? Only money, 
right! So do yourself and your pocketbook a 
favor—compare before you buy. 
SponVWen; 
Childrtn'i 
•facility! 
gouf 
ially
Sue's    -     ^^ 
Optical si    I 
•*       Dk    9C4.CVCQ V   4b>     J^L^V Ph. 3S3-EYES 
Sut has ZSyvm etperiaic* 23 w/Dr. X,L. Xuufmson, nUni. 
Tyes txamintdby'Dr. J&SiCfony, O.D. 
Hours: M.- F. 9-6; Sal. 8-12. Eva. appls. welcome 
725 Hasklns (near Convenient) FREE PARKING 
ALL Insurances honored & Medicare & Medlcaid 
i Sue "Druryu 
Free 1 /4 lb. Single hamburger 
with 
1 order of Potatoe Skins 
($1.79 value) 
S92
        (Expires 10-11-87)      SC93 
Sun. - Thurs. 
10:30 AM -10:00 PM 
Frl. & Sat. 
10:30 AM-11:00 PM 
CASEY'S 1025 N. Main St 
i.C, J52-1113 
MMBUMERS 
Home of Bowling Green's 1 st Yogurt Bar 
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Lightfoot says you can't lose faith in yourself 
by Marlene Aig 
WESTBUKY, N.Y. (AP) - Gordon 
Lightfoot thinks a lot of people are under 
the impression that his music isn't last- 
ing. 
"But the concert tour says it all. Good 
records are like bonuses. It's great when 
you have them both happening at the 
same time," said Lightfoot, taking an- 
other drag from his cigarette hours be- 
fore a sold-out concert at the Westbury 
Music Fair. 
Having a hit record has eluded the 
prolific Canadian artist for almost a de- 
cade, despite several singles. In late Au- 
gust, he released another single, "Morn- 
ing Glory," from his latest album, "East 
ofMidnight." 
Like many of his other songs, such as 
"If You Could Read My Mind" and "Sun- 
down,""Morning Glory" is about love 
won and lost. 
While he has developed and matured, 
there's a basic style to Lightfoot: mellow 
and soft, lacking aggressive rock 
rhythms. Despite forays into electronic 
experiments on his previous album, "Sa- 
lute," Lightfoot*s music and lyrical poe- 
try relies on the folk background he 
never has truly abandoned, and which 
he hopes will give him a new hit. 
"You've got to keep on trying, refining, 
not losing faith," he said. 
The music business has always been 
whimsical, he said, noting how his song, 
The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald," 
about the sinking of an American 
freighter in Lake Superior in 1975, gave 
See Lightfoot, page 7. 
Director, choreographer Fosse dead at 60 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Director and 
choreographer Bob Fosse, whose art won 
every major entertainment award, col- 
lapsed and died Wednesday before the 
premiere of "Sweet Charity," one of his 
most enduring creations. He was 60. 
Fosse was director of the show, which 
was opening at the National Theater. 
Alma Viator, a spokeswoman for the 
theater, said Fosse had rehearsed the 
company earlier Wednesday and left the 
theater at 6:30 p.m. for a break with 
Gwen Verdon, his former wife. 
"He and Gwen Verdon went back to 
his hotel room at the Willard hotel. He 
had a massive heart attack there. They 
rushed him to George Washington Uni- 
versity Hospital, where they tried to re- 
vive him and could not." 
WOO 
Your Connection to the World" 
CAMPUS RESIDENTS 
For the first time, cable TV in your 
room, at a special price. Subscribe to 
basic service and add HBO at a 
discount with free installation, as 
stated on the coupon. 
HBO COUPON 
1. FREE HBO INSTALLATION 
when HBO is added to current service 
{2. Pay for 2 months of HBO and receive 
3rd month FREE 
8 3. Up to $2 value at Steve's Ice Cream 
FREE 
■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■■■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•a* 
wood Cable TV 
118 N. Main St. 
Bowling Green, otiio 43402 
(419)352-8424 
Office Hours: 
8:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M. 
Monday-Friday 
"The cast knew nothing of this until 
the end of the show. He never made it to 
opening night," she said. 
George Washington University 
spokeswoman Yvonne Hiott said Fosse 
was brought into the hospital's emer- 
gency room by ambulance at 6:48 p.m. 
She said he died of cardiac arrest at 7:23 
p.m., but she had no further informa- 
tion. 
Ms. Viator said Fosse showed no signs 
of illness earlier in the day. 
"He had a very spirited, \ip' rehear- 
sal," she said. 
The cast of the show attended an open- 
ing night party at a Washington restau- 
rant and toasted him to sustained ap- 
plause. 
"It's very somber," Ms. Viator said. 
ONE MONTH OF 
UNLIMITED 
JAZZERCISE FOR s20 
This coupon entitles you to one 
month of unlimited Jazzercise 
for «20. Offer expires OCT. 15. 
Ofer for new students at 
participating franchises only. 
Not good with any other offer. 
MON - THUR 5:30       HOW., WED 7:00 
SHARON PAHL      352-7936 
Fosse was long a mainstay of the 
Broadway musical theater, and he was 
one of the most widely acclaimed choreo- 
graphers of recent decades. 
"Sweet Charity," one of Fosse's most 
enduring choreographed creations, 
opened this week at the National 
Theatre for a four-week run. It first 
opened on Broadway in 1966, with Ver- 
don the original Charity. 
It was Fosse who gave the show its 
distinctive stamp, as he did in much of 
his choreography. 
Fosse won numerous awards for his 
work on stage, movies and television. 
He won Tony Awards for his Broad- 
way musical hits "Pajama Game" in 
1956, "Damn Yankees" in 1956, "Red- 
head" in 1959, "Sweet Charity" in 1966, 
and two Tony Awards each for "Pippin" 
in 1972 and for "Dancin" 1978. 
His film work included "Cabaret," "All 
That Jazz" and "Lenny." 
Fosse accomplished an unprecedented 
achievement within one year, when he 
won awards in every major entertain- 
ment medium in the same year. 
He captured an Oscar in 1972 for his 
film of "Cabaret," a Tony that year for 
his Broadway show, "Pippin" and an 
Emmy for his TV special starring Liza 
Minnelli,"LizaWithAZ." 
Although he had undergone a coron- 
ary bypass operation, Fosse still smoked 
five to six packs of cigarettes per day 
while he was working. 
Fosse, the son of a vaudeville singer, 
was born in Chicago on June 23,1927. 
Fosse formed his first nightclub act at 
age 13 and performed in clubs around 
the Middle West. 
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The Pick-Up Artist' is thoroughly disappointing 
by Craig Wagner 
Boy meets girl. Boy loses girl. Boy does 
something heroic to win girl back. Hun- 
dreds of films have relied on this basic 
theme and some of them have been quite 
successful. Unfortunately, James 
Toback's latest variation of this formula, 
"The Pick-Up Artist," is thoroughly dis- 
appointing - not to mention boring. 
Written and directed by Toback, The 
Pick-Up Artist" is a romantic comedy 
featuring Robert Downey and Molly 
Ringwald. Downey, probably best known 
as a former regular on "Saturday Night 
Live," plays his first starring role as 
Jack Jericho, a master at picking up 
women. 
Ringwald, who has established herself 
as one of the most talented young actres- 
ses today with films like "Sixteen Can- 
dles" and "The Breakfast Club,"plays 
the role of Randy Jensen, amuseum tour 
guide. 
Jack, a grade school teacher, spends 
his free time chasing women and creat- 
ing new pick-up lines until he meets 
Randy, a mysterious sharp-tongued 
young woman. Completely intrigued, 
Jack constantly pursues the standoffish 
Randy. His persistence eventually gets 
him involved in the personal lives of 
Randy and her father, Flash (Dennis 
Hopper), a broken-down alcoholic who 
has amassed a large gambling debt. 
Randy frantically tries to figure out 
how to pay off Flash's debt to the gang- 
ster Alonzo (Harvey Keitel) before it is 
too late. Jack, realizing he is in love with 
Randy, decides to help her get the 
money. 
As far as romantic comedies go, this 
Pagliai's Pizza 
945 Soulh Main Street 
352-7571 
^ 'fitary </W ('any Init ?>tal 
Wiift ihn coupon 
CROISSANT of Your Choice 
Cncaan. Egg. Tuna, or Ham Salad*. 
Ham a Chaoaa o- Roan Baal 
'"•*-•—-■-.■■■■«• (-«■ t '*•« m »M a Ci*., 
Plus 
A Cup of Our Homemade Soup of Ihc Day 
and 
A Bonomlcss Drink 
only S2.SO (S4.05 Value!) 
Valid Inside Only 
'SaMcnona may vary 
JjA            [ """*          ^W-F 
j   -;■ 
t 
- *rjj WJ 
type of simple plot is all that is needed - 
provided the film is funny and interest- 
ing. "The Pick-Up Artist* is neither. The 
dialogue in this movie seems to have 
been incorporated into the script in a ru- 
shed and careless manner. The jokes are 
often quite stupid and are rarely funny. 
Actually, "The Pick-Up Artist" provides 
at the most two or three chuckles. 
Sec Pick-Up, page 8. 
Presented with 800 Watts of 
4 channel stereo surround 
Molly Ringwald, as Randy, and Robert Downey, as Jack, are 
pictured in a scene from the newly released movie "Pick-Up 
Artist." 
First Presbyterian Church 
SUNDAY 
WORSHIP 
lO a.m. 
SUNDAY 
SCHOOL 
11 a.m. 
'uss' 
Pastor Dr. J. Thomas Green 
126 S. Church, Bowling Green 
352-5176 
War at its worst. 
Men at their best. 
HAMBURGER 
Nightly at    HILL 
IS 7:30&9:30 
Sat. & Sun. Matinee 
^GCareSears,~ 
Adventure m 
WnderlapH 
n 
At 2:00 & 4:00 pm 
HE miDlDEST'S PREullERE 
ITALIAU RESTAURAI1T 
rr 
2121 S. Reynolds Rd., Toledo, Ohio 
FOR HOMECOMING RESERVATIONS CALL: 
381-0131 
ACROSS FROM SOUTHWYCK MALL/OPEN DAILY 11 am. TO 2:30 am. 
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Billboard's Top Tens 
By The Associated Press 
The following are the top record hits 
and leading popular compact disks as 
they appear in next week's issue of Bill- 
board magazine. Copyright 1987, Bill- 
board Publications, Inc. Reprinted with 
permission. 
HOT SINGLES 
1 ."Didn't We Almost Have It All- 
Whitney Houston (Arista) 
2."Here I Go Again" Whitesnake (Gef- 
fen) 
3."Lost in Emotion" Lisa Lisa & Cult 
Jam (Columbia) 
4."I Heard a Rumour" Bananarama 
(London) 
5."Carrie* Europe (Epic) 
6."U Got the Look" Prince (Paisley 
Park) 
7."Who Will You Run To" Heart (Ca- 
pitol) 
8."When Smokey Sings" ABC (Mer- 
cury) 
9"Paper In Fire" John Cougar Mel- 
lencamp (Mercury) 
lO.'One Heartbeat" Smokey Robinson 
(Motown) 
TOPLPS 
1 ."Bad" Michael Jackson (Epic) 
2."Whitesnake" Whitesnake (Gef- 
fen) -Platinum (More than 1 million 
units sold.) 
3."Whitney" Whitney Houston 
(Arista) -Platinum 
4 ."*La Bamba' Soundtrack" (Slash) 
5."Hysteria" Def Leppard (Mercury) 
6.The Lonesome Jubilee" John Cou- 
gar Mellencamp (Mercury) 
7."Bad Animals" Heart (Capi- 
tol)-Platinum 
8."Crushin" The Fat Boys (Tin Pan 
Apple)-Platinum 
9."Bigger and Deffer" LL. Cool J (Def 
Jam) --Platinum 
1O.The Joshua Tree" U2 
(Island)--Platinum 
COUNTRY SINGLES 
1 ."You Again" The Forester Sisters 
(Warner Bros.) 
2."The Way We Make a Broken Heart" 
Rosanne Cash (Columbia) 
3."Fishin' in the Dark" Nitty Gritty 
Dirt Band (Wamer Bros.) 
4"I Want to Know You Before We 
Make Love" Con way Twitty (MCA) 
5."Crazy Over You" Foster and Lloyd 
(RCA) 
6."Love Reunited" The Desert Rose 
Band(MCA-Curb) 
7."Shine Shine Shine" Eddy Raven 
(RCA) 
8."Little Ways" Dwight Yoakam (Re- 
prise) 
9."Right From the Start" Earl Thomas 
Conley(RCA) 
10.'Love Me Like You Used To" Tanya 
Tucker (Capitol) 
ADULT CONTEMPORARY SINGLES 
1 ."Didn't We Almost Have It All" 
Whitney Houston (Arista) 
2."Lonely In Love" Dan Fogelberg 
(Full Moon-Epic) 
3."When Smokey Sings" ABC (Mer- 
cury) 
4."Doing It All For My Baby" Huey 
Lewis & The News (Chrysalis) 
5."I Just Can't Stop Loving You" Mi- 
chael Jackson (Epic) 
6."Little Lies" Fleetwood Mac (War- 
ner Bros.) 
7."One Heartbeat" Smokey Robinson 
(Motown) 
8.The Stuff that Dreams Are Made 
OT Carly Simon (Arista) 
9."No One In the World" Anita Baker 
(Elektra) 
10."Don't Make Me Wait For Love" 
Kenny G. (Arista) 
BLACK SINGLES 
1 ."Lost In Emotion* Lisa Lisa & Cult 
Jam (Columbia) 
2."A Rush On Me" Stephanie Mills 
(MCA) 
3."Didn't We Almost Have It All" 
Whitney Houston (Arista) 
4 ."Just That Type of Girl* Madame X 
(Atlantic) 
5."We've Only Just Begun" Glenn 
Jones(Jive) 
6."I Need Love" LL. Cool J (Def Jam) 
7."No One In the World" Anita Baker 
(Elektra) 
8."Just Call" Sherrick (Warner Bros.) 
9."Lately" Surface ( Columbia) 
10."Bad" Michael Jackson (Epic) 
TOP POP COMPACT DISKS 
1 ."Bad" Michael Jackson (Epic) 
2."A Momentary Lapse of Reason" 
Pink Floyd (Columbia) 
3."White Album" The Beatles (Capi- 
tol) 
4."Lonesome Jubilee" John Cougar 
Mellencamp (Mercury) 
5."Whitney" Whitney Houston 
(Arista) 
6.~La Bamba' Soundtrack" (Slash) 
7."Hold Your Fire" Rush (Mercury) 
8."Document" R.E.M. (I.R.S.) 
9."In the Dark" Grateful Dead 
(Arista) 
10.*Whitesnake" Whitesnake (Gef- 
fen) 
LIPfc |K) 
Calendar 
Sept. 26 - The fourth Columbus Book 
Fair will be held from 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. in the Shrine Temple, 3850 Stelzer 
Rd., south of Morse Road near 1-270. 
Admission is $2 per person. 
Thirty-three dealers in rare, used and 
collectible books and prints will display 
their wares, all of which are for sale. 
For more information, contact Karen 
Wickliff Books at (614) 263-2903. 
Sept. 26 - Oct. 3 - Annual 
Fiber/Wearable Art Exhibition will be 
held at Currents Gallery, 126 E. Wooster 
St. Exhibition features quilts, hand- 
painted fabrics, hand-woven clothing 
from Guatemala, batiks and hand spun 
wool sweaters. Reception will be held 
Sept. 26 from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Sec Calendar, pag,e7. 
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LESSON 2: 
NORSE W SCHOOL- 
AN EDUCATIONAL CARTOON MINISTRIES 
CHEER Ol>   M91 
LITTLE Otit.  »ow' 
HAVE OMW f*i 
TO 18 leans OFJ 
\SCHOOl TO GO. j 
OH B0V1 NURSERV SCHOOL! 
AT LAST!  AN ESCAPE FROM HOME, 
PROM THE EGOLESS MOuRS OF TV 
C>AM£ SHCXAJS QN9 SOAP OPERAS, 
FROM TUE TEOiOuS CRAuKmo 
OVER THE SAME  B0R1N6  FLOORS, 
MATCHING THE SAME SOCIWG  OUST 
BOU.S-- AN ESCAPE FBOM ISOLATION 
6*10 FORCE? MAPS UtO UlOPEN COOKKt. 
WELCOME; WELCOME TO 
TttE BOU&H-AND-TUMBLE 
^WORLP OF wufiSERy SCHOOL 
HttoH JINKS/ 
30UMEAUTO SA»  IT*JJ 
MOT A JAIL  FOR 
CHILOftEN?_ 
THOSE OTHER LITTLE CREATURES 
■- ARE THE* DEMONS, OR WHAT? 
FOR GOODNESS' SAKE..N0. 
THAT WON'T 6E&N  FOR 
ftNOTHEe 46AR oRTvOO. 
FflT'GuEP? Ntayoui? FA£AK££_OuT' 
TRs ooetioo gAit ANO FORTH, 
OOCUNG <30UR HEAP AQOUKIQ, 
,„SUC*INGSOUR,THUMA, Oft 
CLUTCH ilG AT *>v« (iSM.TAlC 
DRIVES ADULTS CMli 
THOSE   LITTLE CftSATuBEf u)HO ARE  PCXLIUG. PuJCHlUG, ANO HITTIO& SOU ACE 
MOT  Mc-JVTEftS. ANIMALS, OR TV IMA&ES--THEV>  ARE SMAU., POuJERLESS 
HUMAN 8EI»>CJS JUST LIKE 30UESELF.   30U MI&HT u)lSH TO   POKE, PlMCH, 
ANL> WIT THEM TO MAKE SuRE. 
THINGS TO DO 
(T) FORM SMALL TRiBES. 
(7) SET UP A HIERARCHY, 
COMPLETE ullTH RULES, 
BOSSES, ANW TABOOS. 
(5) PISPAIM THE OPPOSITE SEX. 
@ FORAGE ANO HOARO 
(8LO<KS, POLLC, STC.} 
@ BRUTALIZE OUTSIL7EDS. 
@ TAKE BREAKS FoC JUICE 
AND COOKIES. 
THIS IS PROBABLY Y0OR 
LAST CHANCE TO BE ARTISTIC 
THAT'S  RIGHT" SEIZE THE OPPOtTuNlT^ 
To EXPERIMENT UOITH GL6CFUI. HftAMOokj, 
BEFORE THE* SHOW SOU HOLJ TO CO IT 
CiGHT, AND KU.O EUERITHNCV 
ff 
**.. 
"*£/ 
~r- Ov 
HOt»   A 
p«-T   d 
°tA«^' 
0 PA.pJT   01   StuBifLf 
tPtHO THE BEST OF SOuR LlFS   FurilCt? 
TB^-J& To BtcflpruAE THIS   SH-ra$lt iTf 
MOVJ TO M\AK£ A GON OUT OF A COOKIE. 
GRAB   A 
COOKIE 
)   BlTC THE COOKIE l"TO 
..THE SHA»E OF B&uW 3, FiRE u»HEN ^URS6*^ fCHOOL! 
SECRET NURSERY SCHOOL FUN 
ou«i«J6 MAPTIME, tit ON root um* »LAM»ET 
OKtTME FlOOft A»I9 Ctl&^ SLESf WMt>J TMt 
TtACHtR WALKS B»,SOU CM LOOK «» «£« OltSS. 
souft EOUCCTTIOKJ HAS NOLO BEGUN 
This groovy cartoon brought to you by... 
Groovy Records 
425 E. Wooster (behind Dairy Mart)   353-1222 
Lightfoot 
(Continued from page 4) 
him a 1976 hit single and hit album. 
He considers it his favorite song, al- 
though he can't explain why a current 
events song became so popular. 
About that time Lightfoot began to 
realize something was going wrong in 
his life, because of his drinking. 
"I was always pretty much in control. 
But there came a time when it was evi- 
dent I drank too much. It started to show 
and that bothered me. I said, That's got 
to go.'" 
He gave up drinking, joined a health 
club and worked off excess weight, be- 
coming almost as lean as when his first 
album was released 22 years ago. 
Since he broke into popular music, 
Lightfoot has written over 300 songs, 
has recorded 18 albums, has three pla- 
tinum and five gold albums, a gold 
single, been nominated for four Gram- 
mys, 16 Juno Awards Canada's equiva- 
lent of the Grammvs. numerous ASCAP 
awards and was recently inducted into 
the Juno Hall of Fame. 
Peter, Paul and Mary brought him ini- 
tial recognition with their recordings of 
"Lovin' Me" and "Early Mornin' Rain." 
Artists as diverse as Bob Dylan, Marty 
Robbins, Harry Belafonte, Barbra Ste- 
isand, Elvis Presley and Andy Williams 
have recorded his songs. 
Calendar 
(Continued from page 6) 
Sept. 27 - "Mother" (1926) will be 
shown in the Toledo Museum of Art, 
Little Theater, as part of the Soviet Film 
Series. 3 p.m. 116 minutes, color. 3 p.m. 
Free. 
Sept. 28 - Violinist Itzhok Perlman 
will perform the Tchaikovsky Violin 
Concerto at 8:30 p.m. at the Masonic 
Auditorium in Toledo. Tickets are $15 to 
$200 and may be ordered by mail with a 
check or money order from: Toledo Sym- 
phony, One Stranahan Square, Toledo, 
OH 43604-1496. To order by phone and 
charge to Visa or MasterCard, or for 
more information, call 241-1272. 
The concert is sponsored by the Toledo 
Rotary and will benefit the Rotary In- 
ternational Polio Plus fund and the 
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Toledo Society for the Handicapped. 
Sept. 28 to Oct. 9 - Room with a View, 
an installation of art about landscapes, 
by Kathie A Johnson, will be exhibited 
at the School of Art Gallery, Fine Arts 
Building. Public slide show and lecture 
will be held Sept. 29 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. For information, call the School of 
Art at 372-8525. Sept. 30 - Teutes Noires 
will perform at The Ark, 637-1/2 S. 
Mnin, Ann Arbor, MI, at 8 p.m. 
TONYRQMXS 
I OR RIBS« 
VOTED AMERICA'S BEST RIBS 
ALSO FEATURING STEAK, SEAFOOD AND CHICKEN 
FOR HOMECOMING RESERVATIONS CALL: 382-7786 
OPEN       'l -'l WEEKDAYS 
12-12 FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
1-9 SUNDAY 
ArRnqq MASTERCARD, VISA, DISCOVER, AND 
FROM AMERICAN EXPRESS 
kSOUTHWYCK MALL 2009 S. REYNOLDS RD. 
SS»r*W»^*W«5S*»!^Mi*****«S*^ 
DRY DOCK 
JOIN 
THE 
PARTY 
Saturday, September 26th 
featuring 
Cellar Dwellers 
Band begins promptly at: 
9p.m. -12:30 am 
Food - Music - Drinks 
No Cover Charge 
Doors Open 9 pm -1 am 
Located in:   The Galley 
Formerly: The Mid-Am Room 
in the basement of Harshman 
Students Use Your Food Coupons 
A delicious array of all your breakfast favorites 
featuring scrambled eggs, fresh baked muffins 
and biscuits, bacon, sausage, 
potatoes and more. Plus a 
variety of the freshest fruits of 
the season. RESTKDRAINJTS 
SATURDAY • 8:00a.m.-ll:00a.m. SUNDAY • 8:00a.m.-2:00p.m. 
1006 N. Main St., Bowling Green 
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Easy recipes to top any Homecoming celebration 
by Denise Brickner 
Since this is homecoming weekend, 
parties will definitely be on everyone's 
agenda for the next few days. Alumni 
will be coming back to visit the campus 
to see old friends, while underclassmen 
will be partying as usual, (but with 
homecoming being the excuse!). 
What can make the difference be- 
tween a good party and a great party? 
You guessed it - food! Not just any food, 
but great party food...party food that's 
easy to make and good to eat. 
Pick-Up 
(Continued from page 5) 
Toback also fails to keep the story 
flowing well, resulting in an uninterest- 
ing film. By the end of the movie, most of 
the teenagers in the audience were not 
paying attention at all, and the adults 
were constantly glancing at their wat- 
ches. 
The script is also very disjointed, leav- 
ing several holes. For example, Danny 
Aiello's character, Phil, who tries to help 
Jack and Randy, seems to appear out of 
nowhere and disappear just as fast. He 
is given a major supporting role, but 
seems to have no importance in the mo- 
vie at all. 
What is so disappointing about The 
Pick-Up Artist" is that there are some 
good actors and actresses in the movie. 
Ringwald gives her usual solid perform- 
ance, and Downey seems to have a prom - 
ising future as an actor. Hopper, who 
was nominated for an Academy Award 
in "Hoosiers," is simply excellent. 
However, his character as the has-been 
drunk is not really given that much at- 
. tontion in the movie. 
All three of these performers are vic- 
tims of Toback's seemingly thrown- 
together script. Ironically, Toback has 
produced some quality films in the past - 
such as "The Gambler" in 1974 and 
"Fingers" in 1977. Given the credentials 
of the actors, actresses and the director 
in this movie, "The Pick-Up Artist" could 
have - and should have - been much bet- 
ter. 
"The Pick-Up Artist," rated PG-13, is 
now playing at the Woodland Mall 
Cinema. Running time: 82 minutes. 
Spinach Dip 
1 -10 oz. box frozen spinach 
1 pint sour cream 
1/2 c. chopped onion 
1 cup Miracle Whip 
1 pkg. Knorr vegetable soup mix 
1 round loaf Hawaiian or Vegetable 
bread 
Thaw spinach and squeeze out excess 
water. Mix sour cream, onion, Miracle 
Whip and vegetable soup and mix well. 
Finely chop spinach. Add to sour cream 
mixture. Refrigerate for at least 12 hrs. 
before serving. Immediately before serv- 
ing, cut out center of bread large enough 
to fill with dip. Break this into small 
pieces and arrange on serving platter 
around the loaf. 
Tex Mex Nacho Dip 2 Tbls. lemon juice 
2 ripe avocados 2 Up. salt 
1 pkg. taco seasoning mix 1/4 tap. pep- 
per 
1 c. sour cream chopped onions 
1/2 c. Miracle Whip    black olives 
1 c. refried beans 
shredded cheddar cheese 
Peel and mash avocados with fork. 
Add the lemon juice, salt and pepper and 
set aside. Mix sour cream, Miracle Whip 
and taco seasoning mix. Layer in small 
crock pot (to serve warm) or casserole 
dish (to serve cold): refried beans, 
mashed avocado mixture and shredded 
cheese. Top with onions and olives (op- 
tional) . Serve with nacho chips. 
Free 16OJ lied 
Mug 
Wltn    lh,$ coupon ;tnd purchase ol 
any size 
s 
" Pizza 
of the Week 
352-7571 
■345 South Main 
if 
■ ■■■■■■■■■! 
HOWARDS CLUB H 
presents the 
4th Annual Charity 
POKER RUN 
(6th Time Around) 
^fi^rt n^ 
> 
BUGS 
SEPTEMBER 27, 1987 
RAIN DATE: 
OCTOBER 4, 1987 
Registration Opens -11:30 a.m. 
First Bike Out - Noon 
Last Bike Out - 2:00 p.m.   Last Bike in - 7:00 p.m. 
COURSE IS APPROX. 100 MILES 
\ 
% 
10.00 Per BIKE • (includes rider, navigator recommended) 
start/Finish: Howards Club H - 210 N. Main - Bowling Green - 352-9951 
1st Prize: Leather M.C. Jacket (courtesy Country Choppers, Cygnet, OH) 
2nd Prize: Schrade Lock Blade Knife 
3rd - 4th - 5th Prize: Assorted weird stuff 
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DAYTIME MORNING                 SEPTEMBER 25, 1987 - OCTOBER 1. 1987 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
o Nightwalch Cont'd CBS News Morning Program Hour Magazine S.J. Raphael Card Sharks Price Is 
o Morning Stretch Mr. Dressup Sesame St 
CD Nightwaich Cont'd Varied To Be Announced Morning Program Oprah Wintrey q Pyramid Card Sharks Price Is 
© Ag-Oay CNN News NBC News Today Donahue Sale Concent Fortune 
m Agn Report J. Swaggart Good Morning America g Hour Magazine Geraldo Who's Boss 
© Business Varied Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
£Q Business Kangaroo Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
03 SilverHawks Thundercats Menace Little Pony Dallas 700 Club Bewitched 
0D Varied CNN News Flintstones Teens Thundercats SilverHawks Little Pony Little House on the Prairie Happy Days Morn. Brk. 700 Club 
ESPN Varied Aerobics Getting Fit Nation s Business Today SpottsCtr SportsLook Varied Varied Programs 
TMC Movie Varied Programs Varied Varied Programs 
DAYTIME AFTERfv OON 
11:30      12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
o Price Is News Young and the Restless Bold/Bea As the Work) Turns Guiding Light Divorce P. Court Donahue 
o Sesame St Midday Varied Programs Theatre Airwaves Varied Programs Video Hits Newsday 
CD Price Is News Young and the Restless Bold/Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light Magnum. P.I. Benson Family Ties 
CD Win. Lose News Scrabble Oays of Our Lives Another World Santa Barbara Divorce P. Court Cheers WA-S'H 
W Belvedere Ryan s Hope Loving All My Children One Lite to Live General Hospital Little House on the Prairie Win, Lose News 
© Instructional Varied Instructional Programming Varied Square 1 TV Sesame Street Q Mr. Rogers Varied 
6D Instructional Programming Cont'd Sesame Street g Mr. Rogers Square 1 TV 
CD Mister Ed Dr. Ruth Movie Jeannie Smurfs Jem Gh busters Scooby Doo DuckTales Did. Strokes 
CD 700 Club Make Room 1 Love Lucy Dukes ol Hazzard Laverne Ghostbust. DuckTales Smurts BraveStarr G.I Joe Happenm Good Times 
ESPN Varied Aerobics Getting Fit Vaned Programs AWA Wrestling Drag Racing 
TMC Movie Cont'd Varied Programs Varied Progra ms Varied Programs 
^3^^b^^W*~ 
Howard's Club H 
210 N. Main No Cover 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
SEPTEMBER 25 & 26 
THE 
GLASS 
CITY 
ALL 
STARS 
BAND UPDA TES ON BG 5 
Sunday Night Georgia Peach Trio 
Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant 
.*-■ 
THE 
ARRANGEMENT 
HAIR, SKIM, and NAIL DESIGNERS 
| Downtown Next To The Yum Yum Tree 
• Haircuts       * Manicures 
• Perms * Sculptured Nails 
• Highlights    * Body Hairwaxing 
foetus     OREDKEN       Matrix        SEBASTIAN 
10% OFF ANY ONE OF THESE SERVICES 
WITH THIS AD AND WITH DARCY OR SHELLY 
Expires'10-2-87 
DARCY 
CHRIS 
lOoooFridiy Magizint/Sopt. 25,1987 
FRIDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 25, 1987 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News PMMag Dallas Beauty and the Beast News Movie: "At the Earth's Core" 
o Newsday Cont'd Video Hits Eddie Nashville Professionals Journal News Final Good Rockin' Tonite It Hurts 
o News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy! Dallas Beauty and the Beast News Comedy The House ol Fear 
ID News NBC News Ent. Tonight Facts ol Lite Rags to Riches Miami Vice Private Eye News Tonight Show Letterman 
ffl TBA ABC News Newlywed Dating Fun House Dora Max Headroom 20/20 News Love Con TBA 
ffl Slreamside Business MacNeH/Lehrer Wash Week Wan Si Wk Doctor Who Mystery 
© MacNerl/Lehter Wills McLaughlin Washington Wall Si Wk. 1 Would Be Called Pope John Sister Adnan D  Shadow Business Sign-Off 
© Happenin Get Smart Gimme Br B Buddies Gunsmoke Marco Polo UfeShow Movie: "Zombie's Lake" 
BD Strokes Facts of Lite M'A'S'M M'A-S'H Movie: "Taps'' News H'mooner 3s Co Fall Guy Late Show 
ESPN SportsLook Racing SportsCtr. Mage Years PGA Golf: Ryder Cup Boxing (Top Rank) SportsCtr Australian Rules Football 
TtK Move   Fanny 8 Alexander Com n Movie: 'Hollywood Ghosl Stories Movie: "Tough Guys" Movie: "The Happy Hooker Goes to Hollywood 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON        SEPTEMBER 26, 1987 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 1:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Popeye Teen Woll Movie.   Skyway to Death Sports Spcl College Football: Ohio State at LSU 
o Coronation Street Real Fishing Wonder- Par 27 Dateline Land & Sea Countryside Sportsweekend 
CD Winners Teen Woll Storytxeak Newsmakers Showcase One on One Sports Spcl. College Football Ohio State at LSU 
O ALF New Archies Foofur lm Telling! Quit Bowl P pie Spcl Mapr League Baseball Trapper John. M.D. 
m Flints tones Bugs Animal Cr. Goll Football College Football: Nebraska at Arizona State 
® Kitchen Flower Shop Collectors Garden Frugal Gour Old House Woodwnght Maturity Austin City Limits Country DeGrassi That Delicate Balance 
S3 Motorweek Garden Maturity Cooking Old House Garden Windsurfing Flower Shop Frugal Gour. Great Chefs Art Tony Brown GED GED 
m Pro Wresting College Football: Notre Dame at Purdue Star Trek Got It Made It's a Living 
w Yogi Bear and the Great Escape Movie: "The Blob" Movie: "G.1. Joe - The Movie Star Search 
Esm Sports SportsCenter Saturday Horse Show: American Gold Cup Fishin' Hole Drag Racing: World Finals College Football: Miami at Arkansas 
TMC Movie: 'Mask'' Cont'd Movie:   Blue City Movie:   Purple Hearts Movie:   Night Shift" 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News Wonder DeLuise Movie: "Gunsmoke: Return to Dodge Jake and the Fatman News Movie:   The Parallax View'" 
o Sat Report Parliament Shuster Adrian Mole CFL Football Wmnepeg Blue Bombers at Ottawa Rough Riders News Knockouts 
CD News HeeHaw Cash Exp Movie: "Gunsmoke: Return to Dodge Jake and the Fatman News ■ Hadley s Rebellion Showcase 
CD News NBC News D DeLuise Wonder Facts of Life 227 Golden Girls J J. Starbuck News Saturday Night Live 
ffl College Football Solid Gold in Concert Once a Hero Movie: "Splash' Love Con. Wrestling Championship Soul Tram 
82 Bradshaw on the Family American Masters Compleat Gilbert and Sullivan W Bayer College Football: Ohio State at LSU 
0D Nova One by One Movie   Maya" Movie: Angel Face" Austin City Limits Sign-Off 
03 Mama 9 to 5 The Sheriff Marblehead Werewoll B Baxter Chance Duet Twilight Zone Championship Wrestling She Done Him Wrong" 
S3 Star Trek Webster Whats Werewoll B Baxter Chance Duet What's Sanlord 3s Co Movie:  Where Eagles Dare 
ESPN College Football Miami at Arkansas College Football: Penn State vs. Boston College Sportscenter Magic Years Basketball (International): 
THC Short Film Movie: "The Dirty Dozen" Movie:   Blue City Movie: "Class Of Nuke Em High Movie: "Extremities 
OP£N: 
M<m.-Thur. 6"am-9pm 
Frt 6-.m IOIMII 
■it 7am-IOpm 
Sun. 8*m-9pn, 
IRIS. Mita 
Itowltaj Gran, Ohio 
352-0123 
lint to Vanity Una! 
Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp    S6.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo    S5.95 
Includes all you can eat 
soup, salad, and dessert Buffet 
plus choice of potato. 
Call us about our 
Dally Specials 352-0123 
more than just copies! 
Typesetting Word Processing 
Quality Offset Printing Flyers 
Posters Resumes Screen Printing 
Trophies and Plaques 
5« Photo Copies 
117 E. Court St. 
352-4068 SSS 
THE 
ELKS CLUB 
Open to the public 
Daily for Lunch 
Monday - Friday. 11-1:30 
Great Lunch Specials 
352-2149 
Fro* Parking 
200 Campbell HOI Rd, Bowling Green 
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON           SEPTEMBER 27, 1987 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O North Coast Frontier SportsCtr NFL Today NFL Football: New York Giants at Miami Dolphins Post Game Movie: "The Devil and Miss Swan" 
o Your Wealth Anything Meeting Place Country Hymn Sing Sports weekend Indigo Spirit Bay Twins 
0 Geographic Kingdom Earl Bruce NFL Today NFL Football: Chicago Bean at Detroit Lions NFL Football Love Boat 
ID Shut-ms Mass Replay NFL Live NFL Football: NBC Regional Coverage NFL Football: NBC Regional Coverage 
m World Tom. Week With David Bnnkley Golt Sybervision Close-Up Star Search Gateways / Mind Power 
m Tony Brown Market Nova Wash Week Wall $t. Wk. Great Performances William McGlaughlin Adam Smith McLaughlin Firing Line 
GD Newts Apple DeGrassi Interests Adam Smith Washington Wall $i Wk. Great Performances William McGlaughlin Haute Couture: Designers Health Century 
60 Fattier Murphy Yogi's Great Escape Movie:   Road to Hong Kong" Star Trek Monkees Charles 
BD WWF Wrestling Challenge Fame Movie: "Fun with Dick and Jane' Movie: "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid" Rich 8 Famous 
ESPN Wk/Sports SportsCenter Sunday Tennis: Intl. Jr Chall Volleyball Auto Racing Auto Racing: Formula One Grand Pru of Spam Louisiana Super Derby 
TMC Movie:   Legal Eagles' Movie: "Teachers'' Movie: "Chisum" Movie:   Class 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News 60 Minutes Murder, She Wrote Law and Harry McGraw News SiSk/Ebert Cinema T Randall 
o Rivals ol Sherlock Holmes National Geographic Wayne « Shuster Street Legal Venture News Someone at the Top of the Stairs" 
ID News Hotline 60 Minutes Mu'der. Sne Wrole Law and Harry McGraw News Movie: "Can t Stop the MUSK 
ID NFL Football: NBC Our House Family Ties Two Dads Movie: "The Terminator News To Be Announced Trapper 
3) Rich 8 Famous "Alee in Wonderland" Spenser: For Hire Only Buck James Sisk/Ebert Runaway The Doctor Is In 
ffl Watch Me Move! Great Space Race Nature Masterpiece Theatre American Caesar W  Bayer Art Beat Sign-Off 
0D Garden Innovation Cousteau Odyssey Nature Masterpiece Theatre Upstairs. Downstairs Oft Center Summer Sign-Ofl 
© Throb Sea Hunt 21 Jump Street Married   With Children T UHman President Star Trek GLOW Stgn Off 
3D Star Trek 21 Jump Street Married... With Children T Ullman President 9 to 5 Runaway Washingtn Kenneth Copeland 700 Club 
ESPN Hydroplane Racing NFL Prime Time NFL Theatre Spirit of Adventure SportsCenter Sunday NFL Prime Time 
IMC Movie:   Class  Contd Movie:  Misunderstood Movie:   The Emerald Forest" Movie: "Born American' 
MONDAY EVENING         SEPTEMBER 28, 1987 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News PM Mag Kate 8 All e Everythings Newhart Designing Cagney & Lacey News Taxi Kotak 
o Newsday Com d Monitor Danger Bay Nat I. Geo. Kate t Allie Killer Trilogy Journal News Fmal Minder Sign-Off 
ID News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy1 Kate 8 Allie Everything s Newhart Designing Cagney & Lacey News Simon 8 Simon 
ID News NBC News Ent Tonight Facts of Lite ALF Valerie s Movie: "Assault and Matrimony News Tonight Show Letterman 
eo Truth ABC News Newfywed Dating MacGyver NFL Football: Denver Broncos at Cleveland Browns News Love Con. 
68 Literacy Business MacNeii/Lehrer America By Design American Masters Health Century Innovation Nature 
63 MacNeH/Letirer Secret of Boyne Castle America By Design American Masters American Masters D Shadow Business Sign-Off 
m Happenin Get Smart Gimme Br. B   Budd.es Gunsmoke Movie: "Firstborn" Late Show Movie: "Firstborn 
09 Strokes Facts of Life Family Ties M-A-S'H Movie: "Taxi Driver'' News Hmooner 3 s Co. Fall Guy Late Show 
ESPN SportsLook Fishing SportsCtr NFL Monday Matchup NFL Monday Auto Racing: IMSA GTP Series Auto Racing SportsCtr SportsLook NFL Theatre 
TMC "Pale Rider" Contd Movie:   Strange Invaders Movie    One-Eyed Jacks Movie:   Light Blast 
THE    DIFFERENCE 
N 
FIRST EDITION U    A     ., 
HAIR DESIGN S TANNING STUDIO     '        » 
434 E. WOOSTER 
354-1477 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
Largest movie selection In BGI 
over 6500 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED!! 
Showing This Week: 
RISING 
Angel Hean 
Red Shoes 
Ponce Academy 4: 
Ullieni on Patrol 
NEW HOURS: MON-THUPS 10-9 
FPI-SAT 10-10   SUN 11-7 
112 E WASHINGTON 352-4171 
w 
jmlijuiprluuiBf 
Homecoming Flowers 
Corsage, Boutineers 
Centerpieces 
428 E. Wooster 353-1045 
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TUESDAY EVENING     SEPTEMBER 29,1987 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 H:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News PM Mag. Jake And The Fatman Law and Harry McGraw News Taxi Kqak 
o Newsday Cont'd Ctry  Rpt Canada Fifth Estate Market P Man Alive Journal News Final Movie:  "W Marks Death'' 
ID News CBS Ni>.vs Fortune Jeopardy! Jake And The Fatman Law and Harry McGraw News TJ. Hooker 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Facts ol Life Mattock J.J. Starbuck Crime Story News Tonight Show Late Night 
03 Tnjth ABC News Newtywed Dating Who's the Growing Moonlighting Thirtysomething News Nightline Love Con H Square 
O French Business MacNeH/Lehrer Nova We the People Politics in New Orleans Toxics America By Design 
€0 MacNeil/Lehrer Secret ot Boyne Castle Nova We the People Politics in New Orleans D. Shadow Business Sign-Ofl 
f9 Happenm Get Smart Gimme Br. B Buddies Gunsmoke Movie:  "In Circumstantial Evidence*' Late Show Movie:   Tulips 
m on/Strokes Facts ol Lite Family Ties M-A-S-H Movie: " Altered States News Hmooner 3 s Co Fall Guy Late Show 
ESPN SportsLook Surfing SportsCtr Bill Dance Water Skiing Sutler Mag Volleyball Billiards PGA Tour SportsCtr. SportsLook Water Skiing 
roc Dragonslayer  Cont'd Movie: "Eliminators Movie:   The Dresser Movie:   Extremities 
WEDNESDAY EVENING     SEPTEMBER 30, 1987 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News PM Mag Oldest Rookie Magnum. P.I. Equalizer News Taxi Koiak 
o 
ID 
Newsday Cont'd Dateline House Calls Vivaldi Street Legal Journal News Final Movie:   Cross ol Iron 
News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy! Oldest Rookie Magnum, P.I. Equalizer News Adderly 
CD News NBC News Ent. Tonight Facts ol Life Highway to Heaven Year in the Lite St Elsewhere News Tonight Show Late Night 
at Truth ABC News Newlywed Dating P Strangers iHead ol the Hooperman    Slap Max Dynasty News Nightline Love Con. H Square 
m Literacy Business MacNei/uhrei Survival Special Lily Tomkn Own League Art Beat Watch Me Move! 
© MacNeil/Lehrer King ol the Grizzlies'' Survival Special Lily romlin War D Shadow Business Sign-Otl 
m Happenm Get Smart Gimme Br. B Buddies Gunsmoke Movie:   Dragnet Late Show Movie: "Kill Squad" 
® Dill Strokes Facts ot Lite Family Ties M"A"S'H Star Trek: The Next Generation News H'moonef 3 s Co. Fall Guy Lale Show 
ESPN SportsLook PGA Tour SportsCtr Sports Karate: North American AWA Championship Wrestling Tractor Pull SportsCtr SportsLook Sports 
TMC House ol Long Shadows Movie:   1 Confess Movie:  Sweet Liberty" Movie:   Blue City 
THURSDAY EVENING           OCTOBER 1, 1987 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News PM Mag Tour ol Duty Wiseguy Knots Landing News Taxi Kciak 
o Newsday Cont'd Ontario roui Way Vivaldi Tartuffe Journal News Final Movie:   Nunzio" 
CD News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy1 Tour ol Duty Wiseguy Knots Landing News TBA Nighl Heal 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Facts ol ble Cosby Show Different Cheers Johnny Carson 25th Anmveisary News Late Night With David Late Night 
SI Truth ABC News Newlywed Dating SI Hammer Charmings Movie:   Proud Men New, Nightline Love Con H Square 
68 French Business MacNeil/Lehrer MM AMI Automania Mystery1 Upstairs. Downstairs Time Out Wind at One's Fingertips 
CD MacNeil/Lehrer King of the Grizzlies' Ok) House Wild Amer Adams Chronicles Myslery! D Shadow Business Sign-Otl 
CD Happenm Gel Smart Gimme Br B Buddies Friday the Thirteenth Star Trek. The Next Generation Late Show Movie. "Green Ice 
CD Diff Strokes Facts ot Lite Family Ties M-A-S-H Movie: "The Magnificent Se ven" News 3 s Co Fall Guy Late Show 
ESPN SportsLook Horse Mag. SportsCtr. SpeedWeek Drag Racing: NHRA College Football: Long Beach Stale al Fresno State Spts Ctr. SportsLook 
roc Movie" "Class  Cont'd The Sky Above. The Mud Below Movie: "Commando" Movie:   Kiss ol the Spider Woman 
FALCON 
CONNECTION 
BGSU Sportswear 
I Mi:i- BGSU TRANSFER 
with Purchase of T-shirt or 
Sweatshirt 
T-shirts HaW 
Sungtassss 
jackets 
Sweats 
custom Imprinting 
Sew on (ini'k LOttefS 
132 E. Wooster Downtown B.G. 
(Next to Jim's Guitar) 
,    354-0381 
This coupon needed 
Expires 10/9/87 
Get the good 
look you want at 
H AIRWAYS 
HAIR STYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
Open Tues - Sat 
Appointments preferred out not necessary 
6 FULL-TIME STYLISTS TO SERVE YOU 
Sherry - Donna - Bev - Pomona - JuOy - Dtann 
Greenwood Centre 352-2107 
(across from stadium) 
Look for... 
The OBSIDIAN 
Monday, September 28 
Campus Newspaper 
Published for Minority 
Students 
